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AN ENERGY INEQUALITY FOR HIGHER ORDER
LINEAR PARABOLIC OPERATORS AND ITS

APPLICATIONSO

BY

DAVID ELLIS

Abstract. A generalization of the classical energy inequality is obtained for

evolution operators (d¡dt)I—H(t)A.2k—J(t), associated with higher order linear

parabolic operators with variable coefficients. Here H(t) and J(t) are matrices of

singular integral operators. The key to the result is an algebraic inequality involving

matrices similar to the symbol of H(t) having their eigenvalues contained in a fixed

compact subset of the open left-half complex plane. Then a sharp estimate on the

norms of certain imbedding maps is obtained. These estimates along with the energy

inequality is applied to the Cauchy problem for higher order linear parabolic operators

restricted to slabs in Rn + 1.

1. Introduction. We present a Hubert space treatment for proving existence

and uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for a general linear 2A>parabolic differential

operator. We shall follow in rough outline the Hubert space approach to the

Cauchy problem for parabolic operators of the form

P = |-£(0 = |-   2   "Áx*t)D",

where L(t) is uniformly strongly elliptic on 7?n (here x = (xx,..., xn},

«=<«!,...,«„>, |«| =<*!+• ••+«„, and Da = ((lli) 8l8Xl)"i- ■ -((l/i) 8l8xny»), as
given in [5]. As in [5] we shall make use of the Hubert spaces Jfr'$ (=äS2k in the

notation of [4, Chapter II], where k(£, r)=A:r,s(í, t) is the temperate weight func-

tion defined for <£ r>=<fi,..., £n, r> e R»'+1 by *,..(£ r)=ßU *M£)- Here

#(i) = {l + |f|2}1/2, with |f|2 = 2?=i if, is the usual elliptic weight function in Rn

and Q(£, T) = {r2+q4k($)}llik). 77s is the usual Sobolev space on Rn.

We assume P is of the form

P(x, t, D, A) =        2       a"Äx, t)DaD{
\a\+2kj¿2km
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with fl0,m nonvanishing, and that the functions {aaJ(x, t) : \a\ +2kj-¿2km} belong

to the class Cg(Rn + 1) of complex valued functions having bounded (and therefore

continuous) partial derivatives of all orders for all <x, /> e F" + 1. Moreover, we

assume F is uniformly 2k-parabolic on Rn + 1, i.e., there exists 8>0 such that

F0(x, t; Í, z) =       2       a°.Áx> Oí** = 0
|a| +2kj = 2km

for <x, t}eRn + 1 and £eE implies that Imz^S, where 2 = {f 6 Rn : |f| = l} and

i" = iïlm ■ •£?". We call S a module of parabolicity for F. By means of a change of

variables we can associate with F the evolution operator R = d/dt— H(t)A2k-J(t),

where H(t) and ./(?) are matrices of singular integral operators uniformly of order 0

and 2k—I, respectively on Rn.

In §§2 and 3 we establish a generalization of the classical energy inequality for R

applicable to test functions on Rn+1. We prove this inequality by using the fact

that the spectrum of the symbol of 77 is contained in a compact subset of the open

left-half complex plane (a trivial consequence of the parabolicity of P). We also

apply certain estimates from [6] for pseudo-differential operators.

In §§4 and 5 we first introduce the 3Fr-s spaces and the space Jifr-S(Q.) of restric-

tions to O of elements of 3tf r-s, where £2 = íla¡b = {<x, t}eRn + 1 : a<t<b). Then by

employing a form of the energy inequality applicable to distributions (Theorem 3),

we deduce that

Theorem 4. If — oo < a < b < + oo, ifr > (2m — l)k, and if s is any real number, the

mapping

<P-+P<P = (P</>, <p(a), (d/dt)</,(a), (d/dt)2t(a), ■■-, («""WO)

is one-to-one from Jtr-S(Q.) into

Jif"-2km-s(Q)@ Hr+S~k © Hr+S~3k ©• • .©//"•+«-<*»-»*

In §6 we show that R + XI is a topological isomorphism of {Jfr-S}m onto

{M?T'2k-s}m, provided A is sufficiently large (by Am, where A is a nonempty set, we

mean AxAx---xA,m times). To prove this result we employ our estimates from

[6] and a commutator estimate from [5]. By employing the energy inequality once

again we deduce that

Theorem 7. If — oo < a < b< + oo, ifr > k, and if s is any real number the mapping

u -> ¿%u = (Ru, u(a)) is a topological isomorphism of {J#"-s(Q.)}m onto

{3er-2k-s(ü)}m © {77r+s-fc}m.

In §7 we show that 0s : 2tfr-\íl) -> Jífr~ 2km-*(ù) © T7r+s " k © ■ • • © 77r+s ~<2m "1)k

is an onto mapping for all r>(2m—l)k, r not an odd multiple of k and 5 any real

number. We prove this by first showing that the inclusion mapping

i : J^r-$(ü.) -» Jíf" - 2k-s(Q) has operator norm less than or equal to Cr(b—a) (Theorem

9), where r is not an odd multiple oí k, Q. = ilab, and then applying Theorem 7 to

the evolution operator corresponding to a certain truncation of F.
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2. The basic inequality.

Notation. For £, r¡ e Cm we use the usual notation (£, i¡)—2iP=i C/to ar*d Kl2

s(£, £). If /I =(fly) is a complex m x m matrix, the norm of A, denoted by \\A\\, is

given by {2,., Kl2}1'2.

Let 0 < 8 < 1 be a module of parabolicity for P which shall remain fixed through-

out this paper. Let A be a compact subset of C satisfying the property:

z e A => Re zfí — 8. We define n(A) to be the class of complex mxm matrices A

of the form

(2.1)

0

0

1

0
= l\

0

1

-Pm      -Pm-1-Pi'

such that the eigenvalues of A are contained in A.

Theorem 1. Let 8 and 11(A) be as above. Then there exists a constant C0>0

(depending only on A, 8 and m) such that given any matrix A e 11(A) there exists a

nonsingular matrix N(A) with the following properties:

(a) Re (Rt-1N(A)~1ÂN(Â)Rti, Q£ (8l4)\{,\2forallt,eCmandte(0, 3/2], where

R,=

and

(b) lA^II + lAW1! ÛC0.

Lemma 1. Suppose m is a positive integer, and suppose 0<9<%. Let the function

t be defined by r(p) = 9pM where M=m(m—\)\2. Then there exists e = e(9,m)>0

with the following properties: if A is any set of complex numbers with no more than

m elements, then either

(a) there exists Xx e A such that X e A => | A — Ax | < 9, or

(b) there exists Xu X2,..., Xk e A (1 <k^m) such that

(i) p = min{|Ai — Ay I : l^if¿j}>e, and

(ii) for every Xe A, there exists A¡, l¿¡i£k, such that \X — A¡| <r(p).

Proof. See §8 below.

Proof of Theorem 1. First we fix 9 e (0, \), and let e = e(9, m) from Lemma 1.

Let n£(A) be the collection of matrices A in n(A) having the property that A has

at least two distinct eigenvalues (thus m ̂ 2) and that the minimum distance
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between the distinct eigenvalues of A is greater than e(6, m). Now let A e II£(A)

and suppose Xu...,Xk, 1 <k^m, are the distinct eigenvalues of A with multipli-

cities Pi,...,/*fc, respectively. Let p = p(A) = n\\ni\Xi — X1\ : l^i<j<k}>e(6,m);

we may assume p< 1.

Let N(A) be the m x m matrix

N(A) - (WJ • • • ̂ f • ■ • ,(WAfc) - - • Sj£3gj>)

whose column vectors are defined starting from

and differentiating with respect to A e C Considering N(A) as a linear transforma-

tion of Cm into Cm on the standard basis {eu e2,..-, em}, e, has 1 as its/th compo-

nent and zeros elsewhere, we have that

N(A)e1 = e(X,),N(A)e2 = e'(X1),...,

N(A)eUl = {l/fo-Wi-W,..., tf(*K = 0/0**-W^W

Since e(X) and its derivatives are bounded on A, there exists C>0 (depending only

on A and m) such that \\N(A)\\^C for all ¿e 11(A). Silov [8] shows that if

ru t2, ..., rm are m arbitrary complex numbers having a subset of distinct points

Ti> Tk, Th - - • > Tp> where 1 <k<l< ■ ■ ■ <p-¿m, then

a A <   ^ v   ï       ¿"'"(Ti) ,   v ,,   ,       eO"-p-i)(Tp)\
det ^Tl)e (r0 ■ • • ^^ ■ ■ • e(rp)e (rp) - - - ,m_p_\%)

_lSi</<m_ I

n (-/—o n k-to--  n (^-%v
lSÍ<í<fc kiik<jk<l P¿ip<iP¿m '

where the limit is taken as r, -> t^ T/fc -> rfc,..., ryj) -> tp. It is easily seen that the

above limit is equal to a polynomial in t1s rk,..., tp of the form

n   (^-Toe«

where the a¡/s are positive integers satisfying ^ aij^m(m—l)/2 = M. Taking

K = Ti> ̂ 2 = Tk> • • •, K = tp with the appropriate multiplicities p.,, pt2, ■ ■., ptk we see

that |det N(A)\^P(A)M>e(0, m)M for all A e II£(A). Thus, there exists C>0 (depen-

ding on A and m) such that

(2.2) IIWC*)"1 II ̂  C/piiO" < C\eu
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for all A e II „(A), e = e(9, m). The matrix form of N(/i)  1/1N(A) with respect to the

basis {eu ..., em} is easily determined by considering how A acts on the basis

B (e(K),eXK),..,1^,...,e(Xk),...,1-±f).

The characteristic polynomial for A is given by p(z) = zm + 2™. i PjZm  ', where the

p/s are the entries of A in the form (2.1). Since

(2.3) Ae(X) = Xe(X)-p(X)em

we obtain, by differentiating with respect to A,

(2.4)
,e«>(A)      .¿»(A) .¿'-"(A)    1

= A -^7- f——m--.pu'(X)e„
J! ;!     (y-i)!   y!J

for each 7 = 1, 2,..., m. Since A, is an eigenvalue of/f of multiplicity /x,, we have that

p(Xl)=pM(Xl)= ■ ■ ■ =/,<«.-»(A,) = 0. Thus

(2.5)

Ae(Xx) = A¡e(A,),    and

,e"\Xt) _ , e»'(A,) , e"-»(A,)
;^!~ - a'-7!-+Tt^TJT

for each j, 1 ■¿j-¿pl- 1 where /= 1,2.&. Thus, the matrix form of N(A) ~ 1AN (ft)

is easily seen to be the Jordan form :

N(â)-lÂN(Â) =

Ai 0

K 1
K l

• 1

A,

where each A, appears ¡x, times, /= 1, 2,..., k.

We assert that

(2.6) Re(Rt-1N(á)-íM(á)Rtí,0 ^ -(S/2)|£|2
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for all £ e Cm and t^8/2. Since Rt-1N(A)~1AN(A)Rt is a sum of matrices of the

form:

/0    0 0

/ ° A,    t

O, = .    *

A,

I y
where A, appears /x, times, we shall first consider estimates on Re (í>¡£, (,), l^l^k.

Without loss of generality we may assume 1=1. Since X± e A we have that

Re (0^, 0 = Re A1(|£1|2 + |¿I2|2 + . • • + |£Hl|2) + r Re (U1 + U2+ ■ • ■ +tUl£Ul-i)

Ú -5(|£1|2+ • • • + |£„1|a) + í Re (&& + {»{,+ • • • 4-i^-i).

Since {A1; A2,..., Am}s A, we obtain

Re (Rr1N(â)-HN(Â)Rl, Q = ¿ Re (*,£, £)
1 = 1

for all £ e Cm. Thus (2.6) holds for all A e II£(A), e = e(9, m). We remark that the

estimate (2.6) is independent of 9.

We now wish to treat those matrices h e 11(A) having the property that the

minimum distance between the distinct eigenvalues of h is less than e(9, m) (see

Lemma 1). It is easy to see that N(h), as constructed above, will not satisfy state-

ment (b) of our theorem since, in general, UNi/z)"1!! -> 00 as the minimum distance

between the distinct eigenvalues of h approaches 0. By taking 9 sufficiently small

(depending on A, 8 and m) we shall show that for each h e 11(A) we can find a

matrix A e ne(9jIB)(A) satisfying the following:

(1) the eigenvalues of A are "close" to the eigenvalues of A by a distance less

than e(9, m) ;

(2) the choice of N(A), instead of N(h), satisfies statement (a) of our theorem.

N(d) satisfies statement (b) of our theorem by our previous argument for matrices

A e ns(A), where e = e(9, m).

Let h e 11(A) and let A be its set of eigenvalues (counting multiplicities). By

Lemma 1 there exist two possible configurations for the set A :
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Case 1. There exists X, e A such that | A- X,\ < 6 for all A e A, or

Case 2. There exists X,, X2,..., Xk e A (1 <k^m) such that

(i) p = min{|Ai-AJ| : 1 ̂ i<j^k}>e = e(6, m),

(ii) for every A e A, there exists A¡, 1 ¿ i g k, such that | A - A¡ | < r(p) = 6pM, where

M=m(m—1)/2.

Let nj(A) and nf(A) be the sets of matrices h in 11(A) whose eigenvalues satisfy

Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. Thus 11(A) = n|(A) u nf(A). Let « e nf(A) and

suppose « has eigenvalues A1;..., Am (note that m> 1). If k=m, we have, by our

previous argument, that the matrix N(A) = (e(X,) ■ ■ -e(Xm)) satisfies (2.6) with A=h

and that ||7V(A)-1|| < C/eM, where e = e(6, m) and C>0 depends only on A, S and m.

Now if k<m, then ph = min {|A¡-A;| : 1 ̂ i^j^k}>e(6, m). Let us consider open

disks Su S2,..., Sk of radius r(ph) centered at the points Aj, A2,..., Afc, respectively.

By Case 2(ii), each of the points Xk + 1,..., Xm is contained in one of these disks;

moreover, since 0<\, each of the points Afc + i,..., Am is contained in only one of

these disks. Assuming that for each /, l^l^k, S¡ contains exactly p.t eigenvalues

of«, we have that 2f=i p-i = m. Define the complex numbers pu .. .,pm by

k

np(z) = fl (z-A,)*' = zm+2 Pi*""'-
y = i

If we define A by

(2.7)

¡0 1
0 0        1

= I

Io.
\-pm

0

M

-kl
then A e ll£(A) by our previous argument, and we say that « is a perturbation of A.

We remark that N(A) is only defined for A e ll£(A). Thus N(A) is given by

N(A) = (e^JeXX,)
■X*i)

(mi-1)!
e(Xk)e'(Xk)

(p-k-iy.)'

Considering N(A) as a linear transformation of Cm into itself on the basis

{«!,..., £m}, we know by our previous arguments that there exists C> 0 (depending

on A, m and 8) such that \\N(A)\\ ̂ C and H/V^)"1)! < C(e(6, m)~M) for A e II£(A).

Returning to A given by (2.7) and its perturbation « we know that the matrix form

of N(A) - 1hN(A) with respect to {el5..., em} is determined by its action on the basis

B. Letting p(z)=zm + '2f=1pjzm'i, where the p,'s are the entries of h in the form

(2.1), we have that he(X) = Xe(X) -p(X)em, and

e"\X)      . e
—r.—  =  A —

)(A) „(j-i).
+ (A)    1

ß       (7-1)!    ;!
__„<A

ÏÏ^AK
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for each j=l,2,.. .,m. Thus, by definition of N(A), we obtain he(X¡) = A,e(A,), and

¿»(A,) = A,¿»(A,) 0u-n

+ ■
(A,)

(7-1) fir(XdN(^(^^), IZjSn-h

for each 1=1,2,..., k. Thus the matrix form of h in the basis B is

'X1 1

Ai 1
0

(2.8)

X1   0

A,l

hi

+ E(h),

where A¡ appears p, times, 7=1,..., k, and the column vectors of the "error"

matrix E(h) are either 0 or of the form (//'XAO/y'OA^r1^"*"1^)/^- 1)!),

1 ̂ j^p¡— 1, /=1, 2,..., /c, /x¡> 1. If h e ri£(A), we have, by our previous argument,

E(h) = 0. Since N(A)~1hN(A) has the form (2.8), by (2.6) we obtain

(2.9) Re(Rt-1N(A)-'hN(A)RtC,í) = {|£(A)||-S/2}|£|S

for all £ e Cm and t ̂  Ô/2. Since eM(X)lfx is bounded for A e A we have that ||£(A)||

is bounded by a finite number of terms of the form C||7Y(if)-1||{(l//!)|/>0>(A,)|},

where 1 Hkjúp]—!, p¡> 1 and 1=1, 2,..., k. In general, for l^l^k, we know that

/>(V)(A,)= cv   2      n   (a<-a/)>
fc!,fe2.fc,_i      lSÍSfc,í#!,

í#ÍCl.kv-1

1 < m.

Since each of the points Afc + 1,..., Am is contained in exactly one of the disks

Si, S2,..., Sk, each having radius r(ph), we obtain

(i/yOI/^A,)! â cmT0>h)"i-> è cmr(Ph)

for l^y^tij— 1, ti,>l and /= 1, 2,..., k. Since ph = p(A) we combine the above

estimate with the estimate ||7V(4)-1||gCip(/)~M to obtain \\E(h)\\^ClP(AyM

■ 9p(A)M = C19 where Ci>0 depends only on A, 8 and m. Taking 9 such that

(2.10) 0 < 8 < min fi, 8/4CJ

we see that (2.9) yields

Re(Rt-1N(A)-ihN(A)Rt^,0 = -(8/4)|£|2
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for all leCm and t^S/2. Letting N(h) = N(A) our theorem is proved for all

h e nf(A) where e = e(6, m) with 6 fixed and satisfying (2.10).

Now suppose h e IIJ(A) with eigenvalues {Al5..., Am}. By renumbering we may

assume that | A¡ — X, | < 6 for each i=2,..., m ; thus k = 1. Since

N(h)=[e(X1)e'(X1)-..e-^^

it is easily seen that there exists C>0 (depending on A, 8 and m) such that ||7vX«)||

Ú C for all « e Tl\(A), e = e(8, m). Since |det N(A)\ = 1 we have that ||^(A)_1| â C

for all heU](A), where C>0 depends only on A, 8 and m. Expressing

N(h)~1hN(h) in the form (2.8) we see that the "error" term ||F(«)|| is easily

estimated by C29, where C2 depends only on A, 8 and m. Taking 8 such that

0 < 8 < min {\, 8/4C,, 8/4C2} our proof is complete.

3. The energy inequality for test functions.

The Hs spaces on Rn. (i) For </> e 3>(Rn) = C^(Rn), the space of infinitely differ-

entiable functions with compact support, </> denotes the «-dimensional Fourier

transform of </> :

f(0 = (2n)-n'2 f   e-^-x^(x)dx
Jr"

(here <|, x> = 2?=i i¡x¡). Sf(Rk) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable and

rapidly decreasing functions on Rk ; Sf'(Rk) denotes the space of tempered distribu-

tions on Rk. For real s we define

H* = {ue£f'(R») : üeL}oc(Rn) and j   {1 + \£\2y\u(0\2 dÇ m \\u\\25 < ool.

77s is a Hubert space with the scalar product ( , )s defined in the obvious way;

here, we use the usual extension to ¡f'(Rn) oíu~+üon Rn.

(ii) The topological inclusions @(Rn)<=y(Rn)<=Hs are dense.

(iii) For <f>, 4> e @>(Rn) we write (</>, i/i)0 = JB- </>(x)$(x) dx. Also for </> e Si(Rn) and

any s,

(3.1) U\\s = sup {\(<p, 4-WWñ -*■■<!>£ ®{R% <P * 0}.

Thus 77s and 77 ~s are dual Hubert spaces, the duality being given by the sesqui-

linear form (which we again denote by ( , )0) obtained by extension.

(iv) If s<t then H{cHs and ||«||s< ||M||t. Given s,^t<s2 and any £>0, there

exists C(e) > 0 such that

(3-2) H2 Ú «|«||i+C(.)||ii||i

for all u e 77ss. Note that 77" = 0* T7S<=C°°.

(v) Let F be a linear operator from if(Rn) into 77 e0. Following Kohn and

Nirenberg [6], we say that F has order r if for each real number s there exists a

constant Cs>0 such that ||Fm||ss;Cs||w||s+,. for all u e £f(Rn). The infimum of all

orders of F is called the true order of F. Let L be an operator of order r. Then L
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can be extended to a bounded operator Ls from 77s into 77s"r for any real s.

Since Ls=Lt on 77s n 77! for all s and t, we shall denote all these extensions of L

by L. We also denote the extension of L to an operator on 77s by L. If L and L*

are linear maps of S?(Rn) into Hm, and (Dp, </-)<, = (<£, 7_*</0o for all </>, <ft e .¥(Rn),

then L* is called the formal adjoint of Z,. Since £f(Rn) is dense in \JS 77s, L* is

unique. If L is of order r, then its extension Ls has an adjoint L* which is bounded

from 77 ~s+r into 77 "s. Thus L has a formal adjoint L* of order s whose restriction

to £r°(Rn) is Lf. If 7. and M are operators of order r and ä, respectively, then the

composite operator LM has order r+s.

If a(i) is a complex valued measurable function on Rn~{0} such that, for some

number r and C>0, \a(i)\ = C{1 + |||2}r/2 for all ieRn~{0}, then the operator

a(D) defined by &(a(D)u)(i)=a(Í)ü(Í) for ue^(Rn) is of order r. In particular

we define the operators :

As = As(7>),   where As(f) = |f|s, where s = 0,

and

7?a = ra(Z>),   where ra(0 = (£/|f|)a.

The operators As and Ra have orders s and zero, respectively, and Da = AwRa.

Operators of the form a(D) are called multipliers.

(3.3) Definition. We say a(x, i) e C°(Rn x 7*n~{0}) is a symbol on 7?" x S if

(i) a(x, Ç) is homogeneous in f of degree zero, and

(ii) for each multi-index a there exists Ca>0 such that \D%a(x, £)\ SCa for all

<x, £} e Rnx S. (Note that a(x, £) is not a symbol in the sense of Kohn and

Nirenberg [6], since we do not insist that a(x, i) converge rapidly to a unique limit

a(oo, i) as x -> co.) We associate with the symbol a(x, £) the formal operator

A = a(x, D) defined by

Au(x) = (27r)-'*'2 í   eKx-r>a(x, ¿)fl(É) di,       u e £f(Rn).
JRn

We say A is a singular integral operator on 7?" with symbol a(x, i). A is of order

zero (see [7]). If a(x, Ç) = a(Ç) then a(x, D) is easily seen to be the multiplier a(D).

If a(x, i) = a(x) (thus a e C£(Rn)), then a(x, D) is the operator multiplication by a

which we denote by a ■.

Let a(x, Ç) be a symbol on Rn x S. Then, for k, p nonnegative integers, we define

l|a|».p] =   2    SUP W eM*> 0\ : JC6/P, f eS}.
l«|Sfc   IflISp

We define the pseudo-adjoint of A = a(x, D), denoted by A#, as the singular integral

operator with symbol a(x, i). If B=b(x, D) is another singular integral operator,

we define the pseudo-product of A and 7?, denoted by A o B, as the singular integral

operator with symbol a(x, i)b(x, £) (thus A o B=B o A).

Proposition 1. Let A = a(x, D) and B=b(x, D) be singular integral operators.

Then for every integer m there is a constant Cm>0 such that
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(i) A is of order zero and

\\Au\\m  S   Cm||ûf||r|ni|+iiB + i]||li||m,

(ii) A* — A# is of order —1 and

||04*-/f#)H||m + i ^ Cm||a||[|ra|+2,2n + 3]||M||m,

(iii) AB—A o B is of order — 1 and

\\(AB-A<> B)u\\m + 1   ^   Cm||a||[|m|+2,2n + 3]||¿||[|m|+a,2n + 3]||"||m

far all u e Hm.

Proof. See §§5, 6 and 7 of [7].

Corollary. Let A and B be singular integral operators as above. Then for every s

there is a constant Cs>0 such that

(O M"l|. ^  CS!|«|][|m| + l.n + X]||"|U,

(U) \\(A*-A#)u\\s + 1  ^  CsN|[|m|+3,2n + 3]H|s>

(Hi) ||(^F-^o7Í)m||s + i   ^   Cs||a||[|m|+3,2n + 3]||è||[|m|+3,2n + 3]||"||S

for all u e 77s, where m = [s] (the integral part of s).

Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of Proposition 1 and an application of

Calderón's multilinear interpolation theorem [2].

Let k(x, t; f), <x, t; f> e Rn+1 x Frt~{0} satisfy

(i) k(x, t; |) is homogeneous in £ of degree zero, and

(3.4) „   for each multi-index a there exists Ca > 0 such that

\D%k(x, t; i)\ ^ Ca for all <x, t; £> e F"+1 xS.

Then, by the corollary to Proposition 1, for l,p nonnegative integers there exists

C=C(l,p)>0 such that

(3.5) \\k(t)\\u,pi ̂  C   for all / e F1,

where k(t) is the function on FnxFn~{0} given by <x, F> ~* k(x, t; Ç). Let

k(x, t; i) satisfy condition (3.4) above. For each t e R1 we define K(t) to be singular

integral operator k(x, t; D). Thus, by Proposition l(i), ||F(í)m||s^Cs||m||s, for all

ue 77s and all t e R1, s real.

Let </>(x, t) be a complex valued function on Rn+1; by </>(t) we mean the function

on Rn given by x ~* </>(x, t).

Reduction of P to first order in t. We call

F0(x, t; D, A) =        2       a«.X*. t)D«D{
lot| + 2kí = 2km

the principal part of F. Since a0,m= 1 we can express F in the form P=P0+Pi + Q

where
m

foi*, t; f, r) = T-+ 2 /»x*. '; O»*-',
J' = l
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with

pj(x,t;i)=    2    a«.m-Ax,t)i",
\a\ = ikj

P¿X, f,Í,r)= 2 a«Áx> Oi'r*
2fc(m - l)<i \a\ + 2kj < 2km

m

= 2 2        <*«.,-i(x, o?v-\
i = l   21c(m - j)¿\a\ < 2Mm - j +1)

ß(x, t; i, t) = 2        ««./*> Oé"^
|a| + 2W<2Wm-l)

m-1

= 2       2      a«.y-i(*.0£Bi-'-1
i = l  |a|<2fc(m-i)

(here we assume m > 1, if m = 1 we define Pi = ß=0).

We use a method of Calderón (see [3]) to reduce the study of P to the study of an

evolution operator 8¡8t — Hit)A2k—Jit), where 77(r) and 7(r) are matrices of

singular integral operators depending on t e R1. Let j> e C¿°(7ín + 1) and let u be the

vector of functions u = (u1, u2,..., um} where

(3.6) u; = A2«"1 - «DJ - V   for ; = 1, 2,..., m.

We have that Dtu¡ = A2kuj+1 forj=l,2,...,m-l, and

A«m = DT<I>
m

= iPo+PJt- 2 PÀx, t; D)Df-'<p

m

-2 2 aaJ.1ix,t)D"D{-14,
3 = 1   2k(m - j)£[a\ < 2k(m -j + 1)

m

- (.Po+PM- 2 PX0A2kMm-,+i
1 = 1

í = l   ^2Wm-i)g|a|<2Wm-í + l) )

where P,(0 and -^«.XO are singular integral operators on 7?" whose symbols are

Pi(x, t; il\i\) and aaJ(x, t)(£l\Ç\)a, respectively. Thus we have that

|i = H^A^u+mu + i^Po+P^e^

where

and the /th component of /(i)" is given by
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(J(t)u)t = 0   iîlïm,

(3 7) m r ^
-Í 2l I 4,,-i(0A|I1-2t("-,,k   if/ = m;

i = l   V 2Wm-flS|a|<2Wm-i + l) J

and T7(?) 's the matrix of singular integral operators whose symbol A(t) is given by

0 1 0
0 0    1

(3.8) A(x, t; 0 = i\ 0 0
0 1

-Pm(x,t-A/\è\)—Pl(x,t-,m\)>

for <x, t} e Rn+1 and i e Fn~{0}. We define the order of a matrix of operators

in the obvious way. Since the coefficients of F are elements of CB (Rn + 1), we have,

by (3.5), that 77(/) and J(t) are uniformly of order zero and 2k—I respectively, for

teR1.

By definition of 8, a module of parabolicity for P (which we have fixed in §2), we

know that the zeros of F0(x, t; (, z) in z are contained in a compact subset of

{zeC: Im z 2:8} independent of <x, /; f> e Fn + 1xS. Also we observe that the

eigenvalues of — iA(x, t; £) are precisely the zeros of F0(x, t; Ç, z) in z. Thus, there

exists a compact subset of C, call it A, having the property that Ac{z : Re z ^ — 8},

and that for <x, t; £> e Rn + 1 xS the eigenvalues of A(x, t; f) are contained in A.

A shall remain fixed throughout the remainder of this paper. If we let

(3.9) R = d/dt-H(t)A2k-J(t)

we have that Ru=i[(P0+P1)<p]em = i[(P(/>- Q<f>)]em. This fact will be used in §5

where we will take </> to be a distribution on Rn +1. In this section we shall confine

our study to the operator R.

Suppose R is of the form

(3.10) R(A) = d/dt-AA2k-J(t),

where J(t) is given by (3.7) and A is a constant matrix of the form (2.1) having all

its eigenvalues contained in A. If we let t = 8/2 and denote N(A)R6j2 by simply N(A)

in Theorem 1, then we can find constants C¡ = Cf(A, 8,m)>0,i=l, 2, such that for

each « e n(A) there exists a nonsingular matrix N(h) satisfying

Ca\N(h)i\ á ICI £ CxlJVWI,
ReTO-WWCOá -(S/4)|£|2

for all t e Cm. For operators of the form (3.10) we have the following form of the

energy inequality:
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Lemma 2. Let 7\(/i) be of the form (3.10) and suppose — co<a<b< +co. Then

there exists C=C(8)>0 such that

Y M*)I8-y Wfl)H?+¥rAL |inß(f' 0l2^+C2(A-C)£||M(/)lie^

g Re f (7Y(A) -1(7v(/z) + A7KO, A'W- MOM'
J a

for all ue{C£(Rn+1)}m and X>0, with Cx, C2 as in (3.11).

Proof. Let N=N(h) and R=R(h) and for « G{Coco(7?'l + 1)}m let v(t) = N~1u(t).

Since N-1(R+XI)u(t) = (8¡8t-A2kN-1hN-N-1JN+XI)v(t), we obtain

Re f (N-XR + XI^tlN-^t^odt
Ja

= Ref (|(0,f(0)  ¿H-Ap IK0II8A
(3.12) Ja7 /o Ja

-Re f iA^N-'hNvitlvit^odt
Ja

-Re f iN-ViONvitlvityodt.
Ja

Let us  estimate  from  below the  last two  terms  in  equation  (3.12).  Since

Re (N~1hNC, Í)S - (8/4)| £|2, we obtain, using Plancherel's Theorem,

-ReiA2^-1/!^?), o(0)o = -ReíTY-^TYA^í), Akvit))0

(3.13) s rt>
= \[bdt\    \t\2k\vii, t)\2 dl       teRK

"* Ja        J«"

Since /(/) is uniformly of order 2k — 1, we can apply (3.1), (3.11) and (3.2) to

obtain, for arbitrary e > 0,

|/v--y(OM(0,KO)ol = liJiONvitiiN-^rvit))^

úC\\Jit)Nvit)\\-k\\iN-i)*vit)\\k

= cXoiU-iKOlU ¿ «|«<0Ií+c(.)|i<01í

for all / e R1. Thus, for arbitrary £ > 0, we obtain

(3.14)    iN-iJit)Nvit), vit))0 = (eCk) f       |¿H»(É, r)|2 di + C(e)Ht)\\î
Jb" + i

for all ve{Cg'iRn+1)}m and all í e R1. Combining (3.11), (3.13), (3.14) and letting

e — 8ßCk our proof is complete.

In order to prove a similar energy inequality for operators 7? of the form (3.9),

we shall use a special partition of unity on Rn + 1 and S and certain estimates from

Kohn and Nirenberg [6]. Since our symbols are not symbols in the sense of Kohn

and Nirenberg, we shall have to modify their proof slightly.
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Proposition 2 (Compare with Theorem 5 of [6]). Let k(x, t; f) satisfy (3.4),

let K(t) = k(x, t; D) and suppose \k(x, t; £)\ ú-nfor all <x, <> e Rn and £ e 2. Then,

for any e>0 there exists C(e)>0 such that

\\K(t)<p(t)\\2o ¿ (v + enm\\2 + C(e)\\<p(t)\\2-i

for all t e R1 and all <f> e CS'(R'l + 1).

Proof. See §8 below.

Partitions of unity on Rn + 1 and 2. Let h(x, t; ¿) be given by (3.8). Since the

coefficients of F are uniformly continuous on Rn+1 and since h(x, t;Ç) is homo-

geneous in | of degree zero we have that for any r¡ > 0 there exists y > 0 such that

(3.15) \\Hx,f,w)-h{y,r;m)\<-n/2

for |x-j|2+|i-T|2^y2 and all coeS. Let d>0 be such that y/(n + l)d<y/\/2.

For each («+ l)-tuple of integers (a, J8) = (a1, a2,..., an, ß) let

Qa.e = {(x,f)eRn + 1 : \x,-da,\ < d, \t-dß\ < d,j = 1,...,«}.

Choose £eCo°°(ßo,o) such that 0^£^1 and J,la,fí{í(x-da, t-dß)}2=l on Rn + 1.

Thus, if we define ta,ß(x, t) = l(x-da, t-dß), then £«,„ e C£(Qa_ß) and 2(a>í) í,l,e=l

on Fn+1. Enumerate the cubes Qaß and the corresponding functions £a>/J in some

order: Q,, Q2,... and &, fa» ■ • •• We remark that the cubes g¡ overlap in such a

fashion that any fixed point in Fn + 1 is contained in exactly 2n + 1 distinct cubes

except for points on [Jt dQ{, a set of measure zero. Thus

(3.16) 2 «*,*)" a 1,       <x,/>eF" + 1,

and for any nonnegative integer m there exists Cm > 0 such that

(3.17) 2 2\¡nmyux,t)\*^cu
¡a| + ¡<m    i

for all <x, /> 6 Fn + 1. Also, if we let <x¡, í¡> be the center of the cube Qh we see that

(3.18) ||«CM; £)-/»(*«, *(; Oll < vß

for all <x, /> £ Qi and all f e Z.

Since the coefficients of F are bounded on Rn + 1, we can find points (lf £2, ■ ■ •> &

on S and neighborhoods Qj, £22,..., £2, on 2 of fi,..., fs, respectively, such that

(3.19) \\h(x,t;0-Kx,t;Q\\ < v/2

for all <x, i> e Rn + 1 and f e £2;, j—l,2,...,s. Let <£1; </>2,..., </>s be functions

defined on 2 such that 0£<p,Zl, <f>,e C?(Cl,), and 2?=i ^H2=l on S. Extend

</>, to all of Fn~{0} so that </>, is homogeneous of degree zero. On Rn we define the

operators <î>J = (bj(D),j= l,...,s. By Parseval's formula we have that

s

2 (Ut)®jU, C,(0<ty)o = 2 (*V> <V)o = («» »)o
f.i i = i

for all < 6 F1 and «, v e 77°.
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Remark. Since the choice of {ßj, {Q, {Q,}, {<f>j\ and s depends on the number

i) satisfying (3.15) we have that for each nonnegative integer k there exists

C=C(k,TJ)>0 such that

(3.20) 2    2\Da(8ldt)%(x,t)\2^ C
\ttl + l¿k    i

for all <jc, t} e 7?n + 1; using Leibnitz's rule we obtain

(3.21) 2 IKi(0<MI? =  C(k, r,) 2  11*^12 = C{k, r,)\\u\\2k
i,; 1 = 1

for all t e R1 and u e Hk. To estimate 2¡ ||CX0Ml-ie m terms of \\u\\1k, k a positive

integer, we use the following

Proposition 3. Let k be a positive integer and suppose {QS%i is a set of functions

satisfying:

(a) &6C0-(*V« 1,2,...,
(b) /or each positive integer m there exists Cm > 0 íwc/z that 2¡ 17J>a£Xx)|2 = Cmfor

all \a\ =m and x e Rn.

Then there exists C>0 such that 2i ||£¡"|| 2-k= C\\u\\2^kfor all ue H~k, in fact,

c=ck 2 suP2l/Jaiiwl2-
lalgfc aes»   i

Proof. See §8 below.

Let hu=h(Xi, u; i¡), i= 1, 2,.. .,;'= 1, 2,..., s, where A(*, t; $) is given by (3.8).

Define Rij by

Ä« = 8l8t-htiA2k-J(t)

where /(?) is given by (3.7). Define Nij = N(hil) (see Theorem 1). We now state and

prove our first generalization of the classical energy inequality for operators of the

form 8¡8t-H(t)A2k-J(t) (see (3.9)).

Theorem 2. Let R be of the form (3.9) and let — co <a<b< +co. Then there

exist constants C'(8) and C"(8)>0 such that

Y W¿)ll§-y W«)II8

(3.22) +C'(8)\bdt\    \Ç\2k\u($,t)\2dè + C2(X-C"(8))ïb\\u(t)\\2dt
Ja       Jnn Ja

è 2 Re P(/Y71CÍ(01>X^ + A7K/), NcSmVrftyio dt
i.í        Ja

for all u e {C£(Rn + 1)}m and all X > 1/C2.

Proof. We have R = 8¡8t-H(t)-J(t) where /(f) and H(t) are given by (3.7)

and (3.8), respectively. Consider the sesquilinear form A defined by

A[u, v] = ^ (u(b), P0))o-y (u(a), via))0

+ Çj£\"dt{    \£\2km tßiü) dt+C2iX-C) P(«(í), vit))0 dt
°     Ja       JR" Ja
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for u, ve{Cô(Rn + 1)}m where A>0 is fixed, and the constants Cx, C2 and C are

those from Lemma 2. By Lemma 2 we know that for each i and j, /"= 1, 2,...,

j=l,...,s,

A[u,u] g Re f (Ni-,1(Rli+Xiyu(t),Ni-i1'<t))odt
Ja

for all u e {C¿°(Rn + 1)}m. Since ®,u(t) e C° for all u e {C00O(Fn + 1)}m, we obtain

A[JU<bju, £,<&,«] Ú Re f (TVyXF»+ AT)Ci(PJ.«(0, ^"WOW

for all w e {C0c°(Fn+^ (here CO, denotes the operator {, ■ O,).

We shall estimate 2U ^[Cí^í«, Êify«] fr°m above by the right side of (3.22) and

an "error" term. By subtracting this "error" term from a certain lower estimate

on 2i,j< A[(,i<I>jU, ii^ju] we shall arrive, with the appropriate choice of constants

C and C", at inequality (3.22).

A trivial computation yields

R%<t>, = £,<&,*+ fi ¿k-AJA» £,]0,
(3.23) Vm    J

+ £,[*„ 77(0] A2* + K<*/> '(01 + WJÏW- *m)A*^
where [7i, C] denotes the commutator of B and C, i.e., [Ä, C] = 7iC-C7i. We

remark that, by (3.11), ¡TV«1! gCj for all / and/

Consider the following estimates corresponding to the last five terms on the

right side of (3.23).

(1) Since [d/dt, &]-a&/3/ we have, by (3.20),

2 Ç m-^d/dt, £,]<&,«, NûWfkl dt
i,i Ja

= Ci 2 T ll§ (')0'"(0 2i/;+Ci 2 P liao^MO«? *
í,í Ja   II  °< 0 i,í Ja

g £(,,) £ ¡«(one dt,   u e {c¿°(F"+i)r.

(2) Corresponding to the third term on the right side of (3.23) we observe that

[A2^,^]= 2   2  ««PflW-^-',
|«| = fc  0<i<2œ       \ P /

where the aa's are positive integers. Applying Theorem 1, Proposition 2, (3.20) and

(3.21) we .obtain, for arbitrary e>0,

2 Ç KN^h^D'Q^D2"-^, Ni,%^u)0\ dt
i,j J a

<, c2 f ii (0w,z)2«-*«ii_fc \m,u\\kdt
i.j Ja

g e f KOII2A+C(i)C(«) p||«(OI2-i*,
Ja Ja
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where \a\=k,0<ß^2a. Thus, for arbitrary £>0,

2 fliN^h^A^tt^NüKMoldt Ú e \"\\u(t)\\ldt+C(rj)C(¿) filM(0112-1*
i,jJa Ja Ja

forallue{C?(Rn + 1)}m.

(3) For the fourth term on the right side of (3.23) we apply Proposition 3, (3.1),

(3.20) and (3.22) to obtain, for arbitrary £>0,

2 Wrmi®!, H(t)]A2ku(t), NrsuWrtOM

í .||«(OII2+cO)£0j) 2 IK^tíío-tyío^a^OII2-,
y = i

for all teR1, ue{CS'(Rn+1)}m. By Proposition l(ii), the commutator 0,77(0

— H(t)<bj is uniformly of order - 1 for te R1 and we obtain, applying (3.5), that

2 ||(Oytf(0-77(0$,)A2M0ll2-fc = C(-n)\\u(t)\\2k^
j=l

for all t e R1. Thus, for arbitrary £>0,

2 f|W7 W* H(t)]A2ku, A^ W)o| dt
i.l Ja

í £ \b\\u(t)\\2kdt+C(e)C(-rl) p||«(OII2-i A
Ja Ja

foral\ue{C?(Rn+1)}m.

(4) For the fifth term on the right side of (3.23) we apply (3.1), (3.22), Proposition

3 and the fact J(t) is uniformly of order 2k-1 to obtain, for arbitrary £>0,

2 Pl(AVß^(0H AVSMol dt
i.l Ja

^ e C\\u(t)\\2kdt + €(V)C(e)2 Pl|[£.<">y,/(0M0l|a-fc*
Ja i,i Ja

í £ P  \\u(t)\\2kdt+C(V)C(e) P||||(0II8-1 *
Ja Ja

forallue{CS'(Rn+1)}m.

(5) Corresponding to the sixth term on the right side of (3.23) we observe that

A2lc = 2iai = ic oaD2a, where the aa's are positive integers. Using integration by parts

we obtain, for j«| =k,

|(/Yy %(t)(H(t) -h^^ud), N¿ 'Ut)^u(t))oI

è KNcSUtXHW-hJWuO), N^UD^DMm

(3.24) + "a finite sum of remainder terms of the form

\(Nfi1D>Ut)(H(t)-hi))<l>iD*u(t), AVTnXO^OMOW and

\(Nt^D6Ut) 8^H(t)^Dau(t), TY^Z^O^DMOU"
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where |S|, |t|, \p\^k — 1, 0<|t|, |y|á/:-l and dxH(t) is the matrix of singular

integral operators whose symbol is given by (Dlh)(x, t; Ç), <x, t; £> e Rn + 1 x2. It

is clear that the number of nonzero remainder terms depends only on k.

We now estimate the second type of remainder terms in (3.24). Since |y| £k—l,

we can apply Proposition 1 and (3.5), (3.1) and (3.20) to obtain, for arbitrary e>0,

2 \(N-SD%(t)VH(t)<S>,D«u(t), N^D-Ut)9iOru(t))o\
i.j

e\\u(t)\\2k + C(e)C(-n)\\u(t)\\2k.1   for all teRK

Now consider the second type of remainder term in (3.24). We observe that since

the coefficients of F are uniformly bounded, there is a constant C=C(F)>0 such

that lAyl gCfor all i and j. Since \r,—n\2^2\C\2 + 2\r¡\2 for all £, r¡ e Cm, we can

use the fact that 77(0 is uniformly of order zero along with (3.5) to obtain for |a|

= k, \y\ ¿k— 1 and arbitrary e>0,

2 KN^D'UtXH^-h^Lru«), N^D^(t)<î>,Dyu(t))0\
l.i

C -\ 1/2

g C(v)\\u(t)\\k\^ \\D°Ut)<ï>,D>u(t)\\2j

^e\\u(t)\\2k + C(e)C(v)\\u(t)\\2k_1,       teR\

Thus

2 F\(NC,1UH(t)-hii)<l>iD»'u, TVö^O^ol dt
i.I Ja

(3.25) ú e \"\\u(t)\\2kdt+C(e)C(v) f ||«(0l|2-i dt
Ja Ja

+ C*   1   I   ¡b\(Ni-i1UH(t)-hií)^,D"u,Nt-,%^,Dau)0\dt.
\a] = k  t,.   Ja

Let us estimate the last term in the right side of (3.25). We have that H(t) — hit

— h(x, t; D) — htj. Let h — hij = k', + sij where

k',(x, t; 0 = h(x, t; $)-h(x, t; (j),       s¡,(x, t) = h(x, t; C,)-h(xt, tt; £,).

Thus 77(0-«« = f;(0+íí,(0- where K',(t)=k'j(x,t; D). For each/ lújús, let

<p,e Co(&j) with tp,= l on the support of </>, with Og^gl. Extend ^ to all of

Fn~{0} so that i/j, is homogeneous of degree zero. Define kj(x, t; Ç)

= i/.,(0k',(x, t; 0 for <x, t}eRn+\ ieRn~{0}, j=l,...,s. If we let K,(t)

=k,(x, t; D), then

(3.26) Kl«)®, = Klt)<t>„      ;=1,... ,5.

Now since, by (3.19), \k,(x, t; f)| ¿-n/2 for all <x, t; f> e Rn + 1 x2, we can apply

Proposition 2 to obtain, for arbitrary p > 0,

(3.27) ¡TaO'MMOII2, g (r,l2 + p)2\\<¡>iD°u(t)\\2 + C(p)\\<¡>iD<'u(t)\\2-1
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forj=l,...,s and t e R1. Letting p = y\ß in (3.27) and using (3.26) we obtain, for

arbitrary £ > 0,

2 \(Nfi1ut)KJW,i>'><t), NMWjLVuMU

= 2 WrSUWMQiD'u«), NrSUWiiritOM
i.i

á e||2>««(0||8+c(e) 2 ¡tfXO<V>"«(OII8
i=i

Ú (.Va + *)Ht)n+C(v)C(*)Mt)U-l

for each t e R1. We now consider the terms involving the multiplications %•.

By (3.18) we obtain

2 iiuo^xo^ömoii2

(3.28) = 2 f    Ux, t)2\\h(x, t; Q-h(Xi, u; ^)||2|0>,7)««(x, /)|2 dx
i.i Jr*

^ (^^IITJMOII2,       teR\

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.28) we obtain, for |<x| =k,

„ ,m       2 m'UtK^D'u«), AV^O^MOW  Í C-r,\\u(t)\\2k,
(3.29) ui

teR1.

Combining the above estimate with (3.25) and (3.29) we obtain, for arbitrary £>0,

2 ¡"¡(N^UHM-hi^D^u, NüWrio] dt
ij Ja

g  C{e + r¡} i" \\uit)\\2kdt + Cie)Üir¡) f K0II2-1 dt
Ja Ja

for all u e {Cô(Rn + 1)}m, where C depends on k and m. Thus, for arbitrary £>0, we

obtain

i.i

S 2Re f (Ai71£i<D)(7? + A7K NiJ1Ci<í>ju)0dt + C{e + v} f  ||«(0||2*
i.i Ja Ja

+ Cie)Cir¡) f IK0II2-1 dt+Ci-n) f M0II8*
J a Ja

forallWe{C0œ(7în + 1)}m.

We shall now obtain a lower estimate on 2u A^ftjU, £¡0,«] by an expression

similar in form to the left side of (3.22). We use the following

Lemma 3. There exist constants Ck>0 and Cir¡)>0 isee (3.20)) such that

ck f \i\2k\ùii,t)\2dè-ci-n)\\uit)\\i ú 2 f tfrmuwrttymx*di
Jr" i.j Jr"

for all t e R1 and u e C¿°(7?n + 1) (Jor convenience we denote <j> by S?^).
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Assuming Lemma 3 we see that there exists C0 = C0(8, A, k, m) > 0 and C¡¡

= Có(8, A, k, m,rf)>0 such that

(C2/2)||M(è)||2-(Ci/2)||«(a)||g

(3.30) +c0 Çdt f  \$\2km, t)\2dè+c2(x-c0) f HODS *
J a       J R" Ja

fL 2 M&u, i&,u]
i.i

for all u e {C00°(Fn+1)}m. Since

(3.31) MO 112 ^ Cfc f    |fHfl(f, Ol2 d£+Ck\\u(t)\\20
Js«

for all teR1 and ue C0°°(Fn+1), combining (3.30), (3.31) with (3.1) we obtain, for

arbitrary e > 0,

CCa/2) ||«(Ä) ||g - (e1/2)||«(c)||g

+ C0 \"dt f    |í|ak|fl(f,0|!,</f+Ca(A-C¿) f *||«(0||? *
J a       J Rn Ja

g 2 Re fw? W*+AT)k, TTOMo A
i.i Ja

+ C[e + 7,] far f   |f|a*|fl(f, oi2#+c(oco?) V\\u(t)\\ldt
J a      J Rn Ja

for all ue{Co(Rn + 1)}m, where C depends on k and w. Letting £=t? = C0/3C

completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Lemma 4. Since

Ci 2 t2a = lfl2fc = c2 2 f2a

for all £ e Fn, we have that

f    \è\2k\^Ali{t)^u(tW)\2 dî Ú C,   2   \\D\^(t)%u(t))\\l,       teR1.
JR" |a| = fc

Applying the inequality |z+w|2^ |z|2—2|z| |w| for all z, weC we obtain, using

Leibnitz's rule,

\Daa^,u)\2 ^ |£,<V>"K|a-Cfc    2    |£í*í^"«I I^W)""'«!-
O<0Sa

For |f| =A and 0</3ga we use (3.20) to obtain, for arbitrary e>0,

2 iiao^MOiioiiTn^o^-Moiio

Ú e f    \t\2k\u(t, 0|2 #+C(.)£(i,)||«(0||8,       í e R\
jRn
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Thus, for arbitrary s > 0,

Ci 2 iVtViUWrtOWo
\«\ = k i.i

^d 2 |t>M0II2-4   \t\2k\a(t,t)\2di-c(e)C(ri)\\u(t)\\2Q,
|<r|=k jRn

t e R1, u e {CS'(Rn + 1)}m.

Letting « = Cj/2C2 completes our proof.

4. The energy inequality for distributors.

Definition. Let ß(f, r) = {r2+qik(0}1'ik where q(Ç) = {l + |£|2}1/2, then for real

r and s, krtS(£, t) = Qr(£, ^)qs(0 is a temperate weight function.

T   <   CO

jer-s = \ue£f'(Rn + 1) :  û eL'l0C(Rn + 1) and H|2S

=  f Q2r(t, r)q2W\û(i, r)\2 dÇ d
Jr" + 1

is a Hubert space with the scalar product (u, i;)r>s defined in the obvious way; here,

we write

¿Fm(í, t) = «(£ t) = f»-<B+1>'2 f       e-««-*>+IÍ>«(x, 0 dx dt
Jrti+1

when « e £f(Rn+1) and extend to ,9"(Rn + 1) in the usual way. We refer the reader

to §2 of [5] for the various properties of Jfr,s spaces. For —co^a<6^+co, we

set £2 = £2a-i)={<x, t}eRn + 1 : a<t<b}. Then ¿fr-s(£2) = {m e y '(£2) : there exists

t;eJfr,s such that w = t;|£2} is a Banach space with the usual quotient norm:

|«||,,i.n=inf{||t)||r,s : veJfr-s and u = v\Q]. The spaces Jifr-S(Q.) are studied in §4

of [5]'.

Proposition 4. Let p be  a positive  integer. J>?2kp-0 = {u e @'(Rn + 1) : u, Dfu,

Dau eL2(Rn + 1)for all a, \a\ =2kp] and ||w||2fCp,o is equivalent to the norm

2  i|£»-M||?2(sn+1)+||7)rM|22(Ä„+1)+||M|E2(fln+1)) .
\a\ = 2kp J

Proof. The proof is a trivial consequence of the inequality

(4.1) {(l + |£|2)2fc+T2}"   á   C^O + III^+T2*}

for all <|, T>eFn+1.

Remark. If \a\+2kj^2kp, then DaD¡ is bounded from 3>fr-s into jer~2kp-s for

all real r and s.

Proposition 5. Let j and p be integers with j positive. Then ueJif~2kip-° if and

only if u has a representation

u = u0+    2   Daua + D{u,
la| = 2W
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where «0 e^-2W(p"2)>0, uaeJf-2kH^v-° for \a\=2kj, and u, e¿f -»-1»'0, in

such a way that ||w|| -2kjPy0 ¡s equivalent to

( ~\1/2

\  ||Mol|-2/cí(}>-2),0+      ¿       \\Ua\\ -2kl(p-l),0 + \\Ui\\ - 2/c;(p - 1),0 f      •
(. \<x\=2kj J

Proof. Define

ait, r) = il +    2     t2a + r2>\   \ <Í, r> 6 7v" + 1.
I        \a\ = 2ki J

For u e jf-2kip'° we let w0 = ct(A Dt)u, ua = [DauiD, Dt)]u for each a, \a\ =2kj, and

Uj=[D\oiD, Dt)]u. Our results follow by a simple calculation.

Notation. As in [5] we write

[«£, i/,] = $ix, t)>¡>ix, t)dxdt

where <j>, </> g C00O(7î'1 + 1). By Proposition 3 of [5], ^r>s and ¿f-r--s are dual Hubert

spaces, the duality being given by the sesquilinear form (which we again denote

by [ > ]) obtained by extension.

Let {>/>,}?= ¡_ be elements of Q°(7cn + 1) satisfying the following condition: for each

nonnegative integer m there exists Cm>0 such that

(4.2) 2    2\D"(8¡8tyUx,t)\2ú Cm
|a| + ;gm    i

for all <jc, t} eRn + 1. We recall from §3 that if {£i}100, and {pjf satisfy (4.2) and if /

is a nonnegative integer, then

2 \(um% Pi(tMt))o\ âcuioumw-,

for all í e 7?1, <¿, ¡p e C?iRn + 1) where C>0 depends upon {£,}?, {pjr and /. Inte-

grating with respect to t, it is easily seen that

(4.3) 2[W,Pi0]|áCWo.I|Wlo.-I

for all </>,<peC0iRn + 1). Thus 2¡ Kr ; P¡' ] extends uniquely to a continuous

sesquilinear form on Jf0-' x jf0-"' satisfying (4.3) with <f>eJf0J and tf> eJí?0--'.

By Proposition 1 of [5], 2¡ [£.", P^] does not depend on /. We wish, however, to

show that 2i [£r , Pf ] can be defined in a continuous way on Jtr-Sx Jif ~r,_s for

general r and ä.

Proposition 6. Leí {£¡}f a«¿/ {p¡}f satisfy condition (4.2) a«i/ suppose r and s

are real numbers. Then the form 2¡ [li<f>, pii>], <i>, <l> e Crf(7\n + 1), extends in a unique

way to a continuous sesquilinear form on Jfr'sx Jf ~r'~s iwhich we denote by

2i [£¡w, Piv]).

Proof. See §8 below.
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Using the notation of [5, §4], we have that the mapping which assigns to

<f> e C(o)(£2) the function / -» </>(-, t) taking [a, b] into Cö(Rn), extends, in a unique

way, to a continuous embedding of Jifr-S(Q.) into C([a, b] : Hr~k + S), provided r>k.

For u e Jífr-S(íl), r>k, and te[a,b], we write «(0 for u(-, t) e Hr~k + S. If

<peCg'(Rn + 1) define

Ha</>(x, t) = </>(x, t)   if t ^ a,

= 0 if t < a.

By Proposition 11 of [5], if \r | < k then Ha</> e Jt?r,s; moreover there exists C= Cr>s

>0 such that ||77a^||r,s^C||0||r>s. Thus, 77a defines a continuous projection of

Jf r-s onto ^or,s(^a, + oo) (see [5] for definition of ¿sf r-s(K) where Fis closed in Rn + 1).

Proposition 7 (Compare with Proposition 12 of [5]). Let {Q? and {p¡}f

satisfy (4.2). Then given real r, and r2, satisfying r1 + r2^0 and min (ru r2)> —k,

any real s, and s2, and —oo^a<è^+co, the form

2 p (w)<p(ti Pi(t)m)0 dt,   </>, * e cm,
i    Ja

extends in a unique way to a continuous sesquilinear form on .?fri'si(£2)x.3fr2>s2(£2)

(which we denote by 2¡ J"' (£¡«, p¡v)0 dt), providedr1+s1 + r2+s2¡^0.

Remark. Proposition 12 of [5] shows that the form f* (</>(t), >p(t))B dt, </>,<pe Co(&),

extends in a unique way to a continuous sesquilinear form on J^ri'si(£2)

x^rr2-s2(Q) (which is denoted by §ba(u, v)edt), provided that 8^^(r1+s1+r2+s2).

Proof. Suppose first that </>, >/> e Cô(Rn + 1). Choose r real such that \r\<k and

— r2SrSr1; then let s=^(s1 + r1—s2 — r2) — r which implies that —(s2 + r2)^r+s

= Ji + 'ï. Thus, by Proposition 6,

I 2   Ç(Ut)<p(t),Pi(t)m)odt    =    2P.-W.r^]    =    1[ti{Ha-Hb)<p,pltl>]
I   f    Ja i i

¿C|*|„|*|_r._(áC|*|ri.J*|>*H-

Thus 2( jl (iiU, p¡v)0 dt extends to a continuous sesquilinear form on Jfri-Si

x^fr2-s2 which vanishes when i/eJf0i'si(ra) or when v e ¿f^f^D) and our

proof is complete.

Note. For p,={, we write 2¡ SI II&IIo dt for 2¡ S"a (£,«, £¡h)0 dt; if £< £¡2 = 1 it is

obvious that 2i Ja l!£¡"li2 dt= ||«||o,o.n. Also, for 8^^(r1+s, + r2+s2) we write

pa || «||? ¿ft for ¡I (u, u)e dt (see Proposition 12 of [5]); it is easily seen that $1 ||"||e dt

= u 0,fl,£2-

Definition. Let r and s be real numbers. As in [5] J(r¡s is the unitary iso-

morphism Of ¿f"''7 OntO J^P-r-a-s (for each reaj p and „) g¡ven by JF^ ^)(£ T)

= ôr(£ T)qs(£)$(è, r), when <¿ 6 CS'(Rn + 1), and extended.

./#o,<7 maps <?P>S(Q) continuously into Jtr-S~"(Q.) for all real r, s, and a (see §4

of [5]).
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In the following theorem we take {£¡}f to be the square partition of unity used

in Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 (Compare with Theorem 3 of [5]). Let R be given by (3.9).

Given real r ands, r>k, and — co¿a<b= +co, there exists C3, C4>0 idepending

on a, r and s) such that

CCW2)|«(*)|?+.-»-<C7iy2)|i<«i>|?+.-fc

(4.4) +C8 f ||«||?+,A + Ca(A-C«)J*||ii||?+,_fcí/í

Ú 2 Re p(Ai71£i4);A,<>(Ä + A7KA/i71£i(P^0,(,M)oi/f
i.l Ja

for all u e {Jfr-S(í2)}m andX>\¡C2, where P = r + s-k.

Proof. First suppose r+s=k. By Theorem 2 and (3.31), (4.4) holds for

ue^iR^1)}"1 with C3 = C'(S)/Cfc and C4 = C"(8) + C'(S)/C2. (4.4) extends to the

case where u e {Jfr 's( £})}"■ by application of Proposition 9 of [5] and our Proposition

7 as follows :

r»
2 f (Nüí^ttN5íífl)odt
i.l Ja

is continuous on {Ji?'-2k■%&)}"< x {jfr-s(Q)}m by Proposition 7; since R: {3Vr-*(ù)Y

-^{jf-2fc's(i2)}m is continuous it follows that

2 P (Nf, WtR+XTiu, Nft KM* dt
i.l Ja

is continuous on {•?r-s(i2)}m x {Jf r's(i2)}m.

Now let r+s-k = p. We have that RJ?Q,p=J?0.pR + iJíf0¡0H-H^0¡p)A2k

+ iJt0,pJ—JJt0,p). Choosing 9 between 0 and 1, and applying our Proposition 7

and Proposition 5(ii) and Proposition 2(i) of [5], we obtain, for arbitrary e>0,

2 Re P (Ai71£i<Dy[^0>()77-77^0,fl]A2V N^^.Ji^^ dt
i.l Ja

^ Ck\\[^0,pH-HJf0JA2ku\\0t-kta\\-*o.pU\\o.k,a ^ CHIo,0 + fc-8,nHlo,fc + „,n

g («/2)|«|8.,+W1+C(.)|«|8.„.0 = |£ H|? + fc¿/ + C(£)£ \\u\\2dt.

A similar calculation yields, for arbitrary e > 0,

2 Re (\Nr,1Wi[jr0wPJ-JJf0Ju,N¡j1ri<l>jJr0,lM)0dt\
i.l Ja

ú^ba\\u\\2p + kdt + Cie)^\\u\\2pdt.

Let £ = C3/2 and our proof is complete.
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5. Uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for F.

Theorem 4. Given realr ands,r> (2m — 1 )k, and — co <a<b< +co, the mapping

<b~+<.P</>,cP(a),(dldt)cP(a),...,(dldt)m-1<p(a)y   is   one-to-one from   Jfr-s(Cl)   into

Ji?r-2km(Q)@ Hr + S~k® Hr + s-3k®- ■ ■© Hr + s-i2m-1)k, where £2 = £2a,b.

Proof. We write 0><p = (P<p, </>(a), (d<f>/dt)(a),..., (d/dt)m~ V(a)> for j> e 3rr-s(Q).

For each </> e 3tfr-s(Q.) let u0=<uu u2,..., um> be defined by uj = A2kim-»D{-1</>,

j=l,2,...,m; clearly u0 E{Jfr~2k(m-1)-s(Q.)}m. By definition of F (see §3) if

</> e jer-s(Q), then f=P</> e 3f-2km-\Q) and R(ué) = i(f- Q<b)em, where em e Rm has

1 as its «ith component and zeros elsewhere. Throughout the remainder of this

proof C, C0, Ci, C2, C3, C4, C5 will denote positive constants depending only on

A, 8, k and m, not necessarily the same at each occurence.

If, in the energy inequality (4.4), we let A = max{2C4, 1/C2} and replace u by

e~Ktu, we obtain, for arbitrary e>0,

C2 exp (- C0Z>)|K¿>)||2- Cx exp (- C0a)\\u(a)\\2

(5.1) +C3exp(-C0¿>) f \\u\\2+kdt + C5exp(-C0b) f \\u\\2pdt
Ja Ja

^ 4>*o.Alo.a + C(e) exp (-C0a)\\Jt0,p(f- G^Ho.n

for  </> e 3tfr,s(Q)   with   u=u<t), f=P<f>  and   p = r+s-(2m- l)k.   If  we  choose

£ = C5 exp (-C0b)/2 in (5.1) we obtain

/e(w    C2||M(è)||2-Ciexp(C0(6-a))||M(a)||? + C3 f H|2+k A + (C5/2) f H|»¿f
(5.2) Ja Ja

< Co exp (C0(è-a)){||^o.cG^lllo,n+ H/IIL.rJ-
Since

m-l

G=   2 2 ««.i-ii^OA^"1
í = l   |a|S2k(m-;)-l

has its coefficients in Cp(Rn + 1), we have, for arbitrary small e>0,

m-l

W^o.oQñU.a ̂  e 2 2 »^-^»»llä.o.n
,_ .. y=l    |a| = 2k(m-i)

^   '    ' m-l

+ C(e)  2   ll^-X^o.^llg.o.a
i = i

where C(e) is independent of a and ¿>, and 0 < C(e,) < C(e2) if £i > ea. Using Poin-

caré's inequality :

P \\u(t)\\20dt Ú 2(b-a) f ||A«(0|8 * + 2||«(fl)||g
Ja Ja

for all u e C(Ô)(Q), and extended to Jfr-S(Q), we obtain

m-l

2   |A,-1GA»|2.o,r!

(5.4)    , = 1v       ' m-l

^ Xi(A-a)||A",-1(^o»|8.o.0 + X2(*-a) 2   ll^"1^.^)«
í = i
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where xi(°~a) j 0 as b -> a. We observe that there exists Ai = Aiik,m)>0,

i = 1,2, such that

m

(5.5) AKIIS.o ̂ 2        2        \\DaD¡-^\\l0 ̂ A2\\u*\\lo
1=1   |<r| = 2k(m-i)

for all <p e ¿er-s where r+s=i2m-\)k. Applying (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain,

for arbitrary e > 0,

Mó.,0*|8.o.o
(5 6) r m-!

á «||««||8.fl.n+C(«)^i(A-fl)IIAB-^ll8.fl.n+xa(¿-«) 2 II^Í"V(«)II2

Letting £ = C5 exp ( - C0(¿ - a))/4C„ in (5.6), it follows from (5.3) that

C2||W(è)||2-Ci exp (C0(è-fl))||M(a)||2 + C3 f ||«||2+k dt + (CJ4) f H|2 A
Ja Ja

,    _v f m-l

(5-7)   <; Ca,bC0exp(C0(b-a))lXl(b-a)\\DrWo.p.a + X2(b-a) 2 l^~V(a)lli
l. i=i

+ C0exp(C0(é-a))||/||g,Pjn

for <j> e Jfr-S(Q) where u = u,>, f=P</> and Ca,0 = C(e(¿-a)). We observe that if

O<0<6-a then C(e(6))<Ca,0. Also, by (5.5) we have that || Am~VI|o,0.n

= ^2||w*||2,0,f2, A2 independent of a and b. Thus, by choosing 9>0 so small that

9<b-a and Ca>t,C0^2 exp (C09)Xl(9)S C5/8, we obtain, by (5.7),

c2||w(a+0)||2+c3 r'h9||«||2+fcA+(c8/8) fa+i||«|2A
Ja Ja

m-l

(5.8) £ C0,„Co exp (C09)X2(9) 2  II A"1«2.
i=i

+ d exp (Co0)||w(a)||2 + Co exp (C09)\\f\\l>,n

for all <j> e Jfr-S(n), u = u„„ f=P<f> and £2 = i2Br0 + fl. Thus, if <f> e JTr's(í¿a,¡,) and

P<p = 0, then <p = 0 on i20iO + 9. Applying the estimate (5.8) for the slab Qa + e,a + 2e, we

see that <j> = 0 on Qa + 9,a + 29. Repeating this argument we obtain <p = 0 on í2o>0 and

our proof is complete.

6. The Cauchy problem for 7?.

Lemma 4. Let R = 8¡8t — hA2k, where h is a constant mxm matrix of the form

(2.1) having its eigenvalues contained in A. Then there exists C>0 depending on A,

8, k, m and ||/z|| such that

f       {t2+|¿|4" + A2}|m(¿, r)\*didt è C\\(R + XI)u\\l0

for all u e {C0°° (Rn + ̂  and all A > 0.
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Proof. Let R({, t) = /V7- \è\2kh; thus R = R(D,Dt).  R(Ç,t) + XI is invertible

for all <£ t> e 7?n + 1 and A>0; moreover, for i¿0

{R(t,r) + XI}-i = Ifl-^lil-^iV+A)/-*}-1.

For fixed £e7?n~{0}, reTv1 and A>0, the function z ^{X + h-z^2"}'1 is

holomorphic in {zeC : Rez<0}. Thus, if T is a closed contour surrounding A

such that Re z ¿ - 8/2 for all zeT, then

{R(£,t) + XI}-i = ¿.J"  (A + Zr-zlil^-HzZ-A)"1 dz.

Thus

(6.1) IWfcrHAfl-lafflMp     l(Zf-""'1
2?r   zep \X + h — z\i\

2k \

for all i e Rn~{0} and t e Ä1, where /(T) denotes the length of I\ We assert that

there exists C=C(A, 8)>0 such that

(6.2) C{|£|4k + T2 + A2} g inf{|(A+iT)-|í|afcr|a : zeT}

for all (x, t>g7?" + 1 and A>0. For z = jc+/>eT we have that |A- \i\2kx\2

£(82/4)(Aa+|||**). Thus

|(A+/T)-|f|*r|" £ (82/4)(A2+|f|*fc) + |r-|í|2V|2

for all z = x + z> e T. Letting y = sup {|Im z| : z e F} it is easily shown that there

exists C = C(y)>0 such that (y2ß)x2+\T-xy\2^C(x2+y2) for all x e [0, oo),

t e 7?1, j e [ — y, y]. Thus (6.2) holds. Now by choosing Y sufficiently close to A,

say 8/8^dist (A, T)^S/4 for each A e A, we obtain, by (6.1),

\\{R(t,T) + XI}-i\\ í C{r2+|f|" + A2}-1'2sup||(z7-A)-1||,
zer

where C=C(A, 8)>0. Since h is of the form (2.1), (zl—h)'1 is equal to

(det (zl—h))'1 times a matrix whose entries are polynomials in plt.. .,pm and z.

If we let |S = dist (A, T), it follows that

|det (z7-h)| ä ßm ̂  (S/8)m   and   sup ¡(zl-h)-^ <, C8~m
zsr

where C>0 depends on A, 8, k, m and a polynomial in Pi,...,pm whose degree

depends only on m. Writing û = {R + XI}~1{R + XI}û we obtain

\Ú(Í, r)\2 í C\{R(Í, r) + XI}ú(Í, r)|2{|f|4,c+r2 + A2}

for A>0, <f, t> e 7?n+1 and our proof is complete.

Lemma 5. Let H(t) andJ(t) be given by (3.8) and (3.7), respectively, and suppose

R = 8l8t-H(t)A2k-J(t). Then there exist constants CuC2>0 depending on P,

A, 8, k and m such that

Jw
{r2+\i\ik + X2}\û(i,r)\2didr Í  Cj(/i + A/)«l||a.0 + Ca||«||g.0

for all u e {Co(Rn + l)}m and all X sufficiently large.
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Proof. We refer the reader to §3 for the definition of (Qt, Q, (£2;, Q, «i;- and

N(j, i—l,2,...,j—l,...,s, in which (Qh £,)J°, (Q,, </>,){ are determined by the

number -n satisfying (3.15). We define Rii = d/dt—hijA2k and the operator <¡>, by

&(<b,u)(è, t) = </>j(Ç)û(£, t) for ueCS'(Rn+1) and extended. Since the matrices h{)

are uniformly bounded, there exists, by Lemma 4, C=C(A, 8, k, m,p)>0 satisfy-

ing, for each i and j,

(6.3) f {r2+\^k + X2}\u(Í,r)\2dÍdr^C\\(Rií + XI)u\\l0

for all ME{C0x(Fn + 1)}m and all A>0. Our proof shall be roughly like that of

Theorem 2. Employing the above estimate (6.3) and the identity in (3.23) we shall

estimate 2u lCRw+A7.)(£¡<I),w)|¡o,o in terms of \\(R+M)u\\o.o and various "error"

terms.

Consider the following estimates on the L2 norms of the last five terms on the

right side of (3.23) applied to u e {Cg>(Rn + 1)}m ([A, B] denotes the commutator of

A andB):

(1) Since [d/dt, &]=0{i/0/, we apply (3.20) to obtain

2 ||[0£,/oi]<M§.o = ^)II«IIo.o.
i.i

(2) Since ||//i;|| is bounded independent of i and j (see Theorem 1), we obtain

2 IMA2*, £,]<VI|2,o ^ c        2 2 \\(D%)D^-^,u\\l0
i.j |a|=fc;0<ÍS2a   i.i

^ €(r¡) 2 \\D2a-ß<t>i4lo
\al = k;0<B¿2a

^  C(-n)\\u\l,2k_,.

(3) Since coefficients of F0 are elements of Cjj°(Fn + 1), we obtain, by Proposition

1 and (3.5),

2 ||{,[*y,/*]Aa*«||§i0 = 2 ||[*„//]Aafcii||8,0 ú C(v)¡uU.«c-u
i.i i.i

(4) Since J(t) is uniformly of order 2k-I for t e R1, we have, by (3.21),

2 ||K,*y,/(0]«|8.oá ¿?fo)MU-i-i.i

(5) To estimate x = 1í,í \\íi[H(t)-ht,]A2k®iu\\o.o we apply the techniques of

Theorem 2; thus we write H(t)—hij = k',(x, t; D)+slj(t)- where k',(x, t; f)

=h(x,t;t)-h(x,t;i;j) and st¿x,t)=h(x,t;£i)-h(?ct;tl;$i). For each j= 1,2,

..., s, let ifi, e C¿°(£2j) with ifi, = 1 on the support of </>, and 0 £á ifi, g 1. Extend i/i, to

Fn~{0} and define k,(x, t; ¿¡) = i/>,(Ç)k',(x, t; £). Letting K,(t)=k,(x, t; D), we have

k',(x, t; D)$,=K,(t)<I>i,j= l,...,s. Thus

(6-5) x é 2 2   ||F/<DiA2'£W||2,0 + 2  2   |t»«»/A»*to|J.o.
i = i i,í = i
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To obtain an estimate on the first term on the right side of (6.5) we recall, by (3.19),

that \\k,{x, f; Oil <t?/2 for all <x, t; f> e Fn + 1 x2. Letting £ = t?/2 in Proposition 2

and integrating with respect to t e R1 we obtain

2 WK&A^uWlo ï ^¡«IU+^WIwIU-i-
; = i

For the second term on the right side of (6.5) we apply (3.18):

2 ¡i*,*A'k*\lo ^ Í 2 lls«*/Aafc«i|g.o ú cfcl?2|«||g>2fc.
i.i H   i.i

TTnisxSCfc^MU+C0j)H8.*-i-
Combining estimates (1) through (5) and applying (3.1) we obtain, for arbitrary

£>0,

2 IKtf'+A/x&avoilg.o
(6.6)    '•'■

á [|(F + A7)M||§,0 + {Cr?2 + f?(1?)}|lW||§,2fc+(?(1?)C(0||M||g,o

for all u e {CS,(Rn+1)}m. Thus, by (6.3), (6.6) and the proof of Lemma 4 we obtain,

for arbitrary £ > 0,

f {r2+\^k + X2}\û(è,r)\2dUT-C1(r))\Hl.o
(6.7)

ú   C2||(F+A7)«||§,o + {C7?2 + Í3(7?M||W||l2,+ <?3^)C(0||«||§,0.

Applying (4.1) with p=l, we obtain Qik($, T)gCfc,iÎT2-r-|i|4k+A2} for all \£l.

Since ||M||o,2fc^|«||2fc,o, we can take i? = (4CCfc>i)-1,a and e = (4CkAC3(r¡)y1 and

our proof is complete.

Remark. It is easily seen that \\u\\2k,0-¿ C\\(R + A7)u||0,0 for all u e {CS'(Rn + 1)}m9

and for all A sufficiently large.

Theorem 5 (Compare with Theorem 2 of [5]). Given any real r and s, for

X real and sufficiently large (depending on r, s and R) R + XI is a topo logical iso-

morphism of{Jf'-T onto {jer~2k-s}m-

Proof. The continuity oí R + XI for all A follows from the results of §§3 and 4;

here 7 is the inclusion mapping of {3#"-s}m into {3f-21c's}m. We next establish the

following: there exists C=Crs>0 such that

(6.8) Mr+*.. ^ C||(F + A7)M||r>s

for all u e {Cô(Rn+1)}m and all A sufficiently large. By Lemma 6,

{r2+\£\ik + X2}\&(Jtusü)(L r)\2d$dr ^ C, \\(R + XI)J?r.su\\lo + C2\\u\\2,s.
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We write (R + XI)Jtr<¡¡u=J(r¿R + \r)u+[Jtr%t, H]A2ku + [JtT_s,J]u. Fixing a 9

between 0 and 1, and applying Propositions 4 and 5 of [5], we obtain, with

C=C(9,r,s)>0,

\\(JtKSH-HJtus)A2ku\\0,0 Ú C\\u\\r,s + 2k.B.

Applying Proposition 2(ii) of [5] we obtain, for arbitrary £>0,

||(^;,s77-77^r.s)A2^||2,0 ^ (£/2)H|2s + 2fc+C(£)H2s è (£/2)|W||2+2,,s + C(£)||M||2s.

Similarly

\\(j?r,sj-jjrr,Mlo ^ (£/2)||w||2+2,,s+c(£)||M||2s.

Thus, for arbitrary e > 0,

(6.9) J"sn+1 {t2 + |f|4fc + A2}ß2r(l' ̂ÖW*' T)l2 # dr

èC1\\(R + XI)u\\ls + e\\u\\2+2kiS + C(e)\\u\\ls.

By (4.1) we have that Qik(i, r)^CK1{r2+ |£|4k+l}. Letting e=l/2Ck>1 and

A^{1 + 2ÇJ1'2 completes the proof of (6.8).

If R* is the formal adjoint of 7?, i.e., 7?*= -8\8t- A2kH*-J*, then we assert

that for every real r and s there exists C=Cr.s>0 such that

(6.10) Mr+*.. è C||(Ä* + A7)M||r,s

for all M6{C0°°(7vn + 1)}m and all A sufficiently large. We write R# = Rj, + R2 where

R1 = -8¡8t-H*A2k-J and R2 = H*A2k-A2kH*. By Theorem 3 no. °7 of [7],

we have that for any real s

\\H(t)*A2k-A2kH(t)#\\H^Hs-™-» ^ C||77(í)#A-A#(0#|U^hs

=   Ls||"(0l|[|m|+3,2n + 3]

for all teR1, m=[s] (here |^||x-.y denotes the operator norm of the bounded

linear mapping A). Thus, by (3.5), we see that H#A2k — A2kW is uniformly of

order 2k- 1 for t e R1. Applying (6.9) (with R replaced by 7?i), (3.2) and the in-

equality ||w||o,2fc^ ||w¡2fc.o. we obtain, for arbitrary £>0,

f {t2+ |f|4fc + A2}|J%<sM)(f, r)|2 di dr

Ú Ci||(7?i + A7)^;,sM||2,0 + C2||M|2,s

Ú Ci¡(7?# + A7)^rr,sM||2,0 + Ci\(H*A2k-A2kH*)JtT,¿i\l,, + C2\\u\\2,s

úC1\\(R« + XI)u\\ls+e\\u\\ls + C(e)\\u\\ls.

We write

Jtr¿R* + \I) = Jtr,s(R* + XI)+J?r¡sA2k(H*-W) + J¡tr¡s(J*-J#),

and

J?r¡sA2k(H*-H#) = A2k(H*-H#)J!r,s + A2k[Jtus,H*] + A2k[H#,JtT,s].
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Consider the following estimates:

(1) Applying Proposition 1, (3.5) and Propositions 2(i) and 2(ii) of [5], we obtain,

for arbitrary e > 0,

\\M**(H*-H*)J(r,ju\\U ^ C)t||^'r,s«||g,afc_1

=  Ck\\u\\ls + 2k-,   Ú  £||M||2+2k,s+C(0||«||2s.

(2) Fixing a 8 between 0 and 1, and applying Propositions 2(i), 2(ii) and 5(ii)

of [5], we obtain for arbitrary e > 0,

\A2k(mjir^-jtr^W)u\2^ ú c|«||r2,a+2fc_8 s £|w||2+2,,s+c(0!l"||r2,s.

(3) We observe that A2k(Jtr¡sH*-H*J¿US) = A2k(HJ(r,,-MT ^H)*. Fixing a 8

between 0 and 1 we have, by Proposition 5(ii) of [5], that HJt, s — Jtr%H is con-

tinuous from ^r°-° into 3e~r--s + e which implies that J(r,sH*-H*JtriS is con-

tinuous from M',-s~0 into Ji"0-0. Applying Proposition 2(ii) of [5], we obtain, for

arbitrary e>0,

\\A2k(Jfr.sH*-H*JïrMlo â C\\u\\2,s,2k.e S £||««r2+2k,s + C(0||«||2s.

Similar estimates for Jïr S(J*—J*) yield, for arbitrary e>0,

f {r2+ |£|** + A2}ß2U r)q2%0m, r)\2 di dr
Jr" + 1

á C1||(F* + A7)M[|2s + e||M||2s + C(0||«||2s.

As previously shown, we need only take e sufficiently small and the proof of (6.10)

is complete.

As a consequence of (6.8), we conclude that the range of F + A7 is closed in

{3^r~2k-s}m; thus all we need show is that the range oí R + XI, for A sufficiently large,

has trivial orthogonal complement in {Jfr-2k-s}m. Now suppose v e {Ji?r~2k-S}m is

such that for all u e{C^(Rn + 1)}m, 0 = ((R + XI)u,v)r¡s = [(R + XI)u,J?2r>2sv]. Then

^ = Ji2u2spe{^-r-2k--s}m and (F* + A7)w = 0, which, by (6.10) applied to w,

with —r — 2k and —s replacing r and s, implies that cu = 0 and therefore v = 0.

For any closed set FsFn + 1, we set ^e0r-s(K) = {u e J?"-s : supp u^K}. Letting a

bar denote closure and writing ^A for the complement of A, we have that Co(%>Q)

is dense in JF¿-S(^Ü) for all real r and s, with £2 = £2a „, -ooáa<¿>^+co (see §4

of [5]).

Theorem 6 (Compare with Theorem 4 of [5]). Given any real r, s and c,

R + XI is an isomorphism of {¿t%-'(ñc, + cc)}"1 onto {^¿-2k-s(Úc_ + 00)}m for all X

sufficiently large (depending on r, s and R).

Proof. First choose p0>k, p0>r. Next, choose A0 so large that

(i) A0 S C4 (Ci, the constant in Theorem 3), and

(ii) Aä A0 implies that R + XI is an isomorphism of {jer-s}m onto {¿er~2k-s}m and

{3ep°-s}m onto {¿e°o-2k-s}m (applying Theorem 5 in both cases).
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We assert that for A ̂  A0, R + XI has the desired property. By Theorem 5 it is

clear that we need only show that if « £ {3#'r-s}m and v = (R + XI)u has its support

in nc> + 00, then so does u. Since {Cô°(£2Ci + œ)}m is dense in {Jf¿-2k-s(Q,c¡ + lo)}m, then

there exists a sequence {v,} in {Co(Dc, + a,)}"1 converging to v in {Jt?r~2k-s}m. By

Theorem 5, for each y there exists a unique u¡ e {3tfr,s}m satisfying (R + XI)uj = Vj-,

however, there also exists u'¡ e {j^"o-s}m such that (R + XI)u'j = Vj. Thus Uj = u'j

e{3fo-s}m; applying Theorem 3 with a=— co and arbitrary kc we see that

Uj(b) = 0. Thus each u¡ has its support in Í2c> + a>, and the same remains true for u.

Theorem 7 (Compare with Theorem 5 of [5]). If s is real, r>k, and

— cc<a<b< +co, the mapping U"~(Ru,u(a)} is a topological isomorphism of

{tfr-s(Q)}m onto {3fr-2k-s(Q.)}m® {HT-k+T, where Í2 = £}„,„.

Proof. With only slight modifications the proof is exactly like that of Theorem 5

of [5] with 7? replacing P, our form of the energy inequality replacing Theorem 3

of [5], and our Theorem 6 replacing Theorem 4 of [5].

7. Existence in the Cauchy problem for P.

Notation, (i) We assume that — oo<a<i<+co. Let r>k; for 9 e[a, b] we let

Ee be the evaluation map u -> u(0) of ¿fr's(Q) into Hr+S~k, where £2 = D0,0.

(ii) For r and s real, r>i2m-\)k we define the Banach space H=Hr+s'k

® Hr+s-3k@- ■ •© Hr+s-(2m-1)k. Let

J?<f> = <(Po+Pi¥; fa), (ßldtyKa), ■■; (d/Str-^a)}.

(iii) If X and Y are Banach spaces and T is a bounded linear mapping of X into

Y, we denote the operator norm of T by

||r|U.y = sup{||7x||y: |x|xá !}•

Lemma 6. Lei r, s and a be real, r>k. IfueJ^r-s and supp A2,ucM iAen

supp «cfß.

Proof. Since A2"(7iiM) = £'1(A2lTM)=0 for all te [a, b] we see that £¡ = 0 for all

t e [a, b]. Thus by Proposition 9 of [5], w|Q = 0.

Theorem 8. 7/r and s are real numbers with r > (2m — \)k, then 3? is a topological

isomorphism of **'*(&) onto ¿t*'-2km-s(Q) © 77, where Ü = í2a>t).

Proof. By Theorem 4 we have that 3? is a one-to-one mapping. By the open

mapping principle it remains only to show that =S? is onto. Let </, <p,..., <pm>

e¿r-a*>».>(£2)©# where ^e Hr+s~i2i + 1)k, j=0, 1,..., m-l. We must find

<f> e ser-siil) satisfying

(7.1) (P0+Pi)¿ =/,       (Pldty-Wa) = <Pi,      j - 1, 2.«.

We recall, by Theorem 7, that @=(8¡8t-Hit)A2k-Jit); £a> is a topological

isomorphism of {Jffr-2kim-1)-$iQ.)}m onto {^^».»(^«©{/ftr-aw'n-iH+s-k}*  if
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</> e J?"-s(Q.)and if we define ué=u = {«,}m e{^"-2,c(m-1)'s(£2)}m by u^A^^-^D'r1^,

j =],..., m, then ^u = (i(P0+P1)em, {«,(fl)}?>. In particular if </> satisfies (7.1) then

¡Mu = i(if)em, {/-«-»A2«--%■}->. Let

(7.2) £/ = a-KOfom, {i-«-»A2k<»'-%}'?>.

It suffices to find 0E.?r-s(£2) such that u¿=U, that is, such that A2fc(m--,)7)i-1^

= 1/,, j=l,.. .,m. For in that case 0lué = 3/tU which implies (P0+Pi)4>=f and

A2k(m-% = A2k<m-'\d/dty-1<p(a),j= l,...,m. Th\is(d/dt)i-1<f>(à)=<i>„j= 1,..., m.

Assuming «z ä 2 we use an induction argument on Theorem 9 of [5] to see that

the mapping

$-</, = ((d/dt+A2T-></>, </>(a), (d/dt)<p(a),.. .,(d/dtr-2</>(a))

is a topological isomorphism of Ji?r-S(Q.) onto ^"-2kim-^-s(Q,)® Hr+°-k@- ■ ■

® #'+»-<*»-«*. Thus there exists a unique element <£ e ^fr,s(£2) satisfying

(8/ô/+A"0-V = T (MJ1)/("-'-1>l/«-#,

(Pldty-^a) = </>„      j= 1,2,..., m-l.

We assert that A"*"-^- Í/. By (7.2)

(7.4) at/,/Ö/ = iA2kUi+1,      /=1,..., m-l.

Employing (7.3) and (7.4) we obtain, by an easy calculation, (d/dt+A2k)m ~1 A2Wm " y)</>

= (d/dt + A2k)m-1U1, and (dldt)i-1A2k(m-1)<p(a) = (d/dty-'iU1(a), j=l,...,m-l.

Thus by the one-to-one property of 3~ our assertion holds.

We now assert that if A2Mm-i\d/dt)i-14> = iii-1)Uj, then A^^-^^d/dt)'^

= ia>Uj + 1, j=l,..., m — l. Applying A2" to both sides of the above equations

yields the truth of our assertion. Thus í/=m^, and our theorem is proven.

Let | £2 denote the operation of restriction, that is, (|£2)h = m|£2.

Proposition 8. Let £21 = £2a>!) and £22 = £2a>a+() where 8e(0, b — a). Let ^C, and

¿f2 be the restrictions ofSC to Jf ,s(^i) and Jf?T-s(Q.2), respectively, where r and s are

real numbers with r>(2m-l)k. Then the following diagram commutes:

3er-2km-s(ü.,) ® h —-—> ¿fr-s(£2i)

<|Qa, •> £2,

œ<-2km-°(Çï2) © 77    y.^^-W
¿Z-2

Proof. This is a trivial consequence of the one-to-one property of =S?2 on

^r-\0-2).
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Corollary. The operator norm of ' S£2 \ as bounded mapping from Jfr-2km-siri2)

into #c°r>siCl¿), is less than or equal to the operator norm of ¿ff1 mapping

jf'-2km.s^çi^ continuously into Jfr's(£2i).

Proposition 9. Let s be any real number and r any nonnegative real number

which is not an odd multiple of k. Then there exists C=C(r)>0 such that

||«||r-ak,,,n^CÖ||«||r>i>Q/or all u e sf-\a) where £2 = £2a,a + 9 and 9 e (0, b-a).

Proof. Since ^f0¡p is an isometric isomorphism of J*i?r,s(£2) onto 3^"r,s'"(Q.) for

all r, s, p and £2 (see §4 of [5]), we may assume without loss of generality that s — 0.

Then ||w(OI|o^ IKOIIr-k^CrHko.n for all te[a,a+9] and ueCßjiÜ) (by

Proposition 9 of [5]). Thus

l«l8.o,n ̂ r¥°Mt)\\îdt = cr0H|2Oin,
J a

and

|"||r-2*,o.n â Ce||ii||r.o-n   for all u e Jfr'%Çï)

(assuming 0< 9< 1).

We remark that in general ^frs(0) and Jf0-r-"s(£2) are dual Hubert spaces with

respect to an extension of the sesquilinear form [u, v]a = $a w(x, t)v~ix, t) dx dt,

i/eC(o)(£2), veCo(Q.). Clearly the operator norm of the inclusion map

i: J^0r-°(Ü) -> je0r-2k-°iÜ) is bounded by Cr9. Since the dual map of i is the in-

clusion i*:Je2k-r-°iQ)^jer-°iQ.), the operator norm of /* is also bounded

by Cr9. Thus the operator norm of the inclusion map i: J^r-0iD.) -* Jt°r-2k-\Çï) is

bounded by Cr9 where r e [0, k) u ik, 2k].

Note that r can be written in the form r = 2kj+X where 7= 1,2,..., and

A 6 i-k, k). We shall now prove the remainder of the proposition by induction on

/ For j= 1, we distinguish two cases: (a) For A e ( — k, 0] we have already shown

the result, (b) For A e (0, k) we observe that r-2k e [0, k) which implies, by our

previous results and Proposition 2(i) of [5],

llMl|r-4fc,2fc,i2   =   ||"*0,2fcM||r-4fc,0,íi   =   ^r"||"™0,2lcw||r - 2JC.0.Í2   =   Cr9\\ W||r,o,o

for all u e ¿f r-°(£2). Also

^ cr0H|r.o.n
,r-2Jc,0,i2

for all u e ¿f r'°(Q). Thus by Proposition 8 of [5]

á Cr0H|r>o.n
r-ik,0,Si

for all u e 3iï*-\iï).

du

8t\
< rñ\\du

ot

||"||r-2)c,0,Q =   ||w||r-4fc,2fc,f2 +
8u

dt
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Suppose now our assertion is true for 7=1, 2,..., /— 1, where />1, and

u e je2M+x-°(Çï), with Xe(-k,k). Then

||w||2(c(i-2) + A,2fc,f2   =   ||^0,2>cM||2M!-2> + A,0,!2

= Crö||^o,2i£M||2fc(i-i) + Ä,o,n = Crö||w||2fcl + A-0in,

and

=   Crö||M||2fci + A>0tQ,
2/c(I-l)+A,0,í2

which was to be shown (see Proposition 8 of [5]).

Remark. Since Q (see the definition of F) is a bounded mapping of

•?fr's(£2a,a+e) into 3^r~2k{m~1'''s(Qa.a + e), its operator norm, as such a mapping, is

bounded by the product of Cr>s (>0) and the operator norm of the inclusion

mapping i: J¡?r-2k^-1)-s(Cla,a + e) -*■ ̂ r_2tm's(fi«,a+í)- Thus by Proposition 9, the

operator norm of g as a bounded mapping of Jtr-s(ü.aa + e) into Jfr~2km-s(Qa,a+e)

is bounded by Cr>s0.

By Q ® 0 © 0 ©• • •© 0 (m zeros) we mean the mapping u -+ (Qu; 0, 0,..., 0>

of Jer-S(Q) into jer-2km-s(ü.)@ H. By Proposition 8 and the above remarks we

have that

\\&-KQ®o@- ■ -00) H^.«^..^*".'«!...,,,

á Cr,s\\^'~1\\^r-2km-s{na¡b)®H^jf-3(na_b)-8.

However &-\Q®0®- • •© 0) = &-1&'-I, where T is the identity map on

^r,s(^a,a+e). If we choose

0O = {2Cr¡s\\&-1\\Je'-™»'-\na,b)®H~*'-\naJ~'í

then <£-x& has a bounded inverse on J^r-s(£ia.a + e) for all 8 e(0, 80). Thus & has

a bounded inverse from ^r-2fcm's(£20,0 + e) © 77 into J^r-s(üa.a + e) for any 8 e (0, 80);

we conclude with

Theorem 9. If — co<a<b< +<x>, s is any real number and r is any real number

greater than (2m—l)k which is not an odd multiple ofk, the mapping

</> ~ <P<f,, </,(a), (d/dt)<p(a), (d/dtmd),..., (d/dtr-i<p(a)>

of ¿Pr-S(Q) into jer-2km-s(n)®Hr + s-k@Hr + s-3k®---®Hr + s-i2m-1)k has a

bounded inverse.

8. Some technical details.

Proof of Lemma 1. For m = 1 there is nothing to show. For m ä 2 we define the

numbers p0, p„ ..., pm by p0 = l, Pí = t(/>;-i)>7=L ■ • -, rn. Let e = pm. We define a

finite sequence of subsets of A, A„j= 1,..., k, where 1 ̂  k^m, as follows. Choose

any Aj e A. Let^i = {AEA : | A— Ax| ̂  pj). li A, is empty, our proof is complete,

since pi = 0 and (1) holds. If A, is nonempty, we choose X2eA,, and define

du

dt
Ú Cr8

2lc(l-2) + A,0,n

du

dt
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A2 = {X e A : min (|A — Ax|, |A —A2|)^p2}. If A2 is empty, we see that (2) holds with

k — 2, since p=|Aj- A2| ̂ p1 => r(p)'¿T(p1) = p2, and given any A e A, we must

have either | A — Aj | < p2 or | A - A21 < p2. If A2 is nonempty, we choose X3e A2, and

define ^3 = {Ae A : minlg;S3 ¡A-A^apa}. If A3 is empty, we see that (2) holds

with k = 3, since (Ai-Aal äp1>p2 => p = minlSi<_,S3 |A¡-A;| äp2 => T(p)är(p2)

= p3, and given any A 6 A, we must have either | A - Ax | < p3, | A—A21 < p3, or | A—A31

< p3. If A3 is nonempty, we define A± in the obvious way. Assume ^4X is nonempty ;

we have, after some k steps, 1 <k^m, that Ak_1 is nonempty and Ak empty. Since

A1,..., Ak_1 are nonempty, we have points Alf..., Afc in A such that

p = min {[At — A,-| : 1 £ i < j á k} £ />fc_x => r(p) ^ riPk_1) = Pk.

Since Ak is empty, if A g A we must have either |A — Xx\ <pk, or |A—A2| <pk,..., or

| A- Afc| <pk, and our proof is complete.

Lemma (Compare with Lemma 6.1 of [6]). Let aix, $) be a symbol on Rnxl,,

let A = aix, D) and suppose Re aix, £) 3: A0 for all <x, £> e Rn x S. Then for any £ > 0

there exists C(e)>0 such that Re iA<¡>, í¿)o^(Ao-e)||<p||§-C(£)||^||2 x /or a//

0 6 C0»(7v").

Proof. Let ¿>(x, |) = Re a(x, f) - A0 + e/2 ̂  eß and let g(x, 0 = {b(x, £)}1/a. Clearly

6(x, f) and g(x, £) are symbols on 7?" xS, we let B=b(x, A and G=g(x, A- Since

B — G*G is of order - 1 we obtain

Re{(B¿,¿)o-(G*G¿,¿)0} ä -dll-plUMo
which implies that

(8.1) ReW^^-dW.jWo

for all <f>eCS'(Rn). We have that Re(¿¿, <p)o = (K^ + ^*)<P» ¿)o- However, since

\(A + A*) = 0t+\(A*-A*), where ^=(Rea)(x, A we obtain

(8.2) ReOp,<p)o ^ Re W,^)o-C2||<p||_i||«p|0.

Since m<j> = B<l> + (X0-eß)<f> we have that (á?<p, <f>)0 = (B<f>, <p)0 + (A0-£/2)||1p||2,. Using

(8.1) and (8.2) we obtain

Re(A<t>,4>)0 ä -C'U\\.1U\\0 + (X0-eß)U\\l

Taking

for all <f> e C0°°(7?n) we are done.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let A(t) = (v + e)2-K(t)*K(t). Then A(t)=(v + e)2

-K(t)* o K(t) + R(t), where R(t) is of order -1 and the operator norm of R(t),

as a bounded mapping of 77 _1 into 77°, is by Proposition 1, bounded by a constant

Ci independent of teR\ Let b(x, t; C) = (r¡ + e)2-\k(x, t; f)|2; clearly b(x, t; 0
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satisfies condition (3.4) and b(x, t; 0 = f2- Let B(t) = b(x, t; D); by our lemma we

have that for any S > 0 there is C(8) > 0 such that

Re(T?(0¿(0,¿(0)o ^ (e2-8)\\<p(t)\\l-C(8)\\m\\2-i

for all t e R1 and </> e C0°°(Fn + 1). Also, for arbitrary 8 > 0,

\(R(t)m<i>(t))o\ s Hmn+c(S)W)u

for all t e R1. Since A(t) = B(t) + R(t) we have that

Rc(A(t)<p(t),<p(0)o è (e2-28)\\<p(t)\\2o-C(8)\\<p(t)\\2-i

for all / e F1. However, since

(^(O^(O^(O)o = fo+«)aIWOII8-ll*(0*(OII§,

we can take 8 = e/2 and we obtain our desired result.

Proof of Proposition 3. We shall employ the well-known fact that ueH~k if

and   only   if there exists   u0, u,,..., u„ e H~k + 1   such  that  w = Wo + 2?=i D,u,

(£>, = (!//) a/ox,) and CM2. ^2?= o ll"íllo^C"||w||2_i. Since

t,u = Lu0- 2 (D,Qu,+ 2 D,(Ctu,)\
V 1=1 1=1 )

we obtain

and

where

«C«lla-i â Ci \KM\2 + 2 ll(A-SiKlie+2 IIC««yll3
1 = 1

V   \\ï u II2      <   C 'S    II iy II2  <   «"lililí22_, ||ti«||-i = ^ 2., II "ill o = ^ll"!!-!
1 = 0

C=C,   2    sup2|£%(*)|2.
lotlgl   xeRn  i

We now assume the proposition holds for k = 1,...,/— 1. There are constants

C, C">0 such that for each me 77"' there exists u0, u,,..., un e H'l + 1 with

" = «o + 2?=i D,u, and C'|«|",S2J.o M"-i+iSC'|«||",. Thus

Ifciil«, < Cl{||i4tto||2-«-i,+ 2  ||(^iKII2-a-i)+2  IIWIV»
l í=i i=i

Applying our induction hypothesis we obtain

2 IKi«!2-, á c 2 Nl2-i+i è c||«p_,
i í = 0

where

C = Cfc 2 SUP 2 l^<(*)l2>
lalgi   xeB»   i

and our proof is complete.
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Proof of Proposition 6. First we assume r = 4kp and s = 0 where p is a nonnegative

integer. In this case our proof will proceed by induction on p. For/? = 0 the result

is immediate from (4.3) with /=0. Suppose now that our assertion is true for

p=0, 1,..., q-1 where q^ 1, and suppose u e 3eikQ'° andveJ^-ikq-°. By Proposi-

tion 5, with y'=2 and p=q, we know that v can be expressed in the form v = v0

+ I\ai = ikDava + D2v2, where v0 e jf -«•-■« Va e jf -*««-".<> for |a|=4fc and

v2 e ¿V -*k(9-i).o5 m sucn a way tnat ||t)||_4fcîi0 is equivalent to

Thus

-4«?-2),0 +     ¿_,       \Va\ -4W9-D.0+ II °2 || -4«<r-l),0
|a| = 4te

[£,«, p(t)] = [£¡w, p¡y0]+   2    [^"»Pi-ö^l + Ki^PiA2^]-

Since by our induction hypothesis, 2¡ [£r » pV ] 's continuous on J^4*'9 2),°

x^-4/c(,-2),o) we obtain

2 [&"» M =   L ||W||4fc(3-2).ollt'o|| -4WQ-21.0

where C>0 depends upon {£¡}í°, {pi}?, and q. Now for each a, |a| =k, consecutive

integrations by parts yield

[£,«, PiD"va] = 2 CM,,[(n)i)f«, (D'pdvJ,

the sum being taken over a finite number of multi-indices 8, j8 and y with

max {|8|, |jS|, |y|}^4& and |C0ifl,,| = 1. By our induction hypothesis and condition

(4.2) we have

2 [(D%)D% (D^)va]

:§   C\\D  M||4fc(g-l),o||fa|| -4fc(a-l),0   =   C||w|4j.(,io||t)a|| -4W5-D.0-

Thus

2    2    [&«. ftfl"»«]   = CIImII

A similar procedure yields

2 UV, PiL>2v2] | S C ||m||4i

V   II« IlIl4fc«,0       A       ll^arll -4fc(q-l).0-
|a| = 4fc

o\\v\\.

where C depends upon {£¡}f, {p¡}f and q.

For general r and s, we employ the multilinear interpolation theorem [2].

Observe that, in the notation of [2], Jf r's = [jfri-h, 3fv<*y where r = (l - 9)ri + 9r2,

s = (l - 9)sx + 9s2 and 9 e [0, 1]. Given any real r and s, we may write r = 2k(p+01)

and s=l+92, wherep and /are integers, and 0^9X, 92<l. Then since

jT-> = [Jf2r-°, Jf°>2s]112, Jif -"■-* = [3f-2r-°, jf0--2*]1'2,

Jt2r-°   =   [Jfikp-0,jeik^ + 1^0fl, Jíf-2r-°   =   pf-4kp,0)(3^-4Mp + l),0]9l)

our proof is complete.
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Author's Note : Many of the techniques employed in this paper can be sub-

stantially improved by the use of pseudodifferential operators. In particular, the gap

in Theorem 7 (r not an odd multiple of k) can be eliminated. These improvements

will be presented in a separate paper.
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